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In the beginning, God…

Genesis 1:1-5  DAY ONE…

Creation, rightly understood, ALWAYS glorifies God.

First Day > Genesis 1:1-5
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NASV - KJV

3NASV

1 In the beginning God created 

the heavens and the earth.

2 And the earth was formless 

and void, and darkness was over 

the surface of the deep; and the 

Spirit of God was moving over 

the surface of the waters.

3 Then God said, "Let there be 

light"; and there was light.

4 And God saw that the light 

was good; and God separated the 

light from the darkness.

5 And God called the light day, 

and the darkness He called 

night. And there was evening 

and there was morning, one day.

KJV

1 In the beginning God created the 

heaven and the earth.

2 And the earth was without form, 

and void; and darkness was upon 

the face of the deep. And the 

Spirit of God moved upon the 

face of the waters.

3 And God said, Let there be 

light: and there was light.

4 And God saw the light, that it 

was good: and God divided the 

light from the darkness.

5 And God called the light Day, 

and the darkness he called Night. 

And the evening and the morning 

were the first day.

NIV - Amplified

4NIV

1 In the beginning God created 

the heavens and the earth.

2 Now the earth was formless 

and empty, darkness was over 

the surface of the deep, and the 

Spirit of God was hovering over 

the waters.

3 And God said, "Let there be 

light," and there was light.

4 God saw that the light was 

good, and he separated the light 

from the darkness.

5 God called the light "day," and 

the darkness he called "night." 

And there was evening, and 

there was morning-- the first day.

AMPLIFIED

1 In the beginning God (prepared, 

formed, fashioned,) and created the 

heavens and the earth.  [Heb. 11:3.]

2 The earth was without form and an 

empty waste, and darkness was upon the 

face of the very great deep. The Spirit of 

God was moving, (hovering, brooding) 

over the face of the waters.

3 And God said, Let there be light; and 

there was light.

4 And God saw the light, that it was 

good - suitable, pleasing- and He 

approved it; and God separated the light 

from the darkness. [2 Cor. 4:6.]

5 And God called the light Day, and the 

darkness He called Night. And there was 

evening and there was morning, one day.
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We often approach a passage thinking we already understand it.
In the process we read our own meaning into the passage. 

This is called eisegesis.   Eis is a Greek preposition meaning "into."

Interpreting the Bible correctly demands that we listen to what the 
text itself is saying, and then draw the meaning out of the passage. 

This is called exegesis.   Ex is a Greek preposition meaning "out of."

Let each passage be defined by what it, the surrounding verses, and 
God’s Spirit have to say.

(from Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary) 
(Copyright (C) 1986, Thomas Nelson Publishers) 

HERMENEUTICS
BIBLE PASSAGE INTERPRETATION

Foundation of Foundations 

6

Genesis - Bible's foundational book

• First eleven chapters of Genesis - deal with the whole world and 
with all the nations

• The rest of Genesis, from chapter 12 on, deals specifically with the 
beginnings of the nation Israel.

Genesis 1 - the foundational chapter 

Summarizes the creation of the world and all things therein.  

Genesis 1:1 is the foundational verse

Speaks of the primeval creation of the universe

If God really created all things, He controls all things 
and He can do all things.  

If a person really believes Genesis 1:1, 
it is easy to believe everything else recorded in the Bible.  

“THIS IS WHY SATAN IS ATTACKING GOD AS THE CREATOR…”
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1 Tim. 4:7     But refuse profane and old wives' fables, and exercise thyself 

rather unto godliness. 

1 Tim. 6:4     He is proud, knowing nothing, but doting about questions 

and strifes of words, whereof cometh envy, strife, railings, evil 

surmisings, 

1 Tim. 6:20   O Timothy, keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding 

profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science 

falsely so called: 

2 Tim. 2:14   Of these things put them in remembrance, charging them 

before the Lord that they strive not about words to no profit, 

but to the subverting of the hearers. 

Titus 3:9      But avoid foolish questions, and genealogies, and 

contentions, and strivings about the law; for they are 

unprofitable and vain. 

Day One
Evening and the morning – Day One - Gen 1:1-5

In the beginning, 

God created the heavens and the earth. 
Earth was without form and empty. 

Darkness on the face of the deep. 
God moved on the face of the waters. 

Let there be light. 
God divided between the light and the darkness. 

Gen 2:4  These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth 
when they were created in the day that Jehovah God made the earth 
and the heavens ….

8
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Genesis 1 / Genesis 2 – Same story
different purpose

9

The description of creation in Genesis 1 is markedly different 
from that in Genesis 2.  

Genesis 1 focuses on the physical events of creation; 

Genesis 2 on the spiritual events.  

Genesis 1 describes those miracles God performed to prepare 
the earth for mankind.  

Genesis 2 presents God's assignment of authority and 
responsibility.

Tense – Verbs in motion

10

The Verb tenses of each account eliminates any supposed 
contradiction between Genesis 1 and 2.  

Hebrew has only 3 verb tenses: 

• Perfect - denoting actions completed, finished in the past 

• Imperative perfect - denoting required, commanded actions 
and 

• Imperfect - denoting incomplete, as yet unfinished actions.  
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Tense – Verbs in motion

11

Genesis 2:1 

Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of 
them. 

The use of the perfect tense in Genesis 2:1-2 for the formation of the 
beasts and the birds simply implies that those creatures were made 
sometime in the past and that the action is completed.   

It does not indicate exactly when or the order in which they were 
formed.

Nothing in the verb tenses of the context of Genesis 2 would 
necessitate the existence of man before the beasts and the 
birds or, for that matter, the trees of the garden of Eden."

Purpose of the Prose

12

The purpose of each creation account as given in Genesis 1 and 2 
eliminates any supposed contradiction between them.  

Plants, rain, man, animals, and woman are subjects of discussion 
in Genesis 2, 

The creation chronology given in Genesis 1 
is not the issue in Genesis 2.  

In Genesis 2, the man (Adam) simply interacts with the plants, 

then with the animals, and 

last of all, with the woman (Eve).  

Genesis 2 describes Adam’s role with respect to each.
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Words used in Gen 1:1-5

13

H7225 Gen 1:1 In the beginning Gen 1: 1

H 430 Gen 1:1 God Gen 1: 1

H1254 (H853) Gen 1:1 created Gen 1: 1

H8064 Gen 1:1 the heaven Gen 1: 1

H 776 Gen 1:1 and the earth. Gen 1: 1

H 776 Gen 1:2 And the earth Gen 1: 1

H1961 Gen 1:2 was Gen 1: 2

H8414 Gen 1:2 without form, Gen 1: 2

H 922 Gen 1:2 and void; Gen 1: 2

H2822 Gen 1:2 and darkness Gen 1: 2

H5921 Gen 1:2 was upon Gen 1: 2

H6440 Gen 1:2 the face Gen 1: 2

H8415 Gen 1:2 of the deep. Gen 1: 2

H7307 Gen 1:2 And the Spirit Gen 1: 2

H 430 Gen 1:2 of God Gen 1: 1

H7363 Gen 1:2 moved Gen 1: 2

H5921 Gen 1:2 upon Gen 1: 2

H6440 Gen 1:2 the face Gen 1: 2

H4325 Gen 1:2 of the waters. Gen 1: 2

H 430 Gen 1:3 And God Gen 1: 1

H 559 Gen 1:3 said, Gen 1: 3

H1961 Gen 1:3 Let there be Gen 1: 2

H 216 Gen 1:3 light: Gen 1: 3

H1961 Gen 1:3 and there was Gen 1: 2

H 216 Gen 1:3 light. Gen 1: 3

H 430 Gen 1:4 And God Gen 1: 1

H7200 (H853) Gen 1:4 saw Gen 1: 4

H 216 Gen 1:4 the light, Gen 1: 3

H3588 Gen 1:4 that Gen 1: 4

H2896 Gen 1:4 it was good: Gen 1: 4

H 430 Gen 1:4 and God Gen 1: 1

H 914 H996 Gen 1:4 divided Gen 1: 4

H 216 Gen 1:4 the light Gen 1: 3

H 996 Gen 1:4 from Gen 1: 4

H2822 Gen 1:4 the darkness. Gen 1: 2

H 430 Gen 1:5 And God Gen 1: 1

H7121 Gen 1:5 called Gen 1: 5

H 216 Gen 1:5 the light Gen 1: 3

H3117 Gen 1:5 Day, Gen 1: 5

H2822 Gen 1:5 and the darkness Gen 1: 2

H7121 Gen 1:5 he called Gen 1: 5

H3915 Gen 1:5 Night. Gen 1: 5

H6153 Gen 1:5 And the evening Gen 1: 5

H1242 Gen 1:5 and the morning Gen 1: 5

H1961 Gen 1:5 were Gen 1: 2

H 259 Gen 1:5 the first Gen 1: 5

H3117 Gen 1:5 day. Gen 1: 5

Genesis 1:1 - beginning H7225

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heavenH8064 and the earth.H776

H7225     ראׁשית rê'shı̂yth

1) first, beginning, best, chief

1a) beginning

1b) first

1c) chief

1d) choice part

Total KJV Occurrences: 53

beginning, 18

first, 11

firstfruits, 11

chief, 8

chiefest, 1

firstfruit, 1

much, 1

principal, 1

time, 1

BDB Definitions

14

Strong's  the first, in place, time, order or rank (specifically, a firstfruit): 

Bereshith / re'shit "beginning; first; choicest”
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• When did God do what He did.  (Internal Christian debated question) 

How long did it take to accomplish.

Young Earth vs Old Earth…

 (Creation measured in Hours and Days ~ 6,000 years ago)

 (Creation measured in years:  Universe ~13-16 billion years ago / Earth 

~ 4 billion years ago)

BOTH WERE ACCOMPLISHED BY SOME SORT OF PROCESS, 

CARRIED OUT OVER A PERIOD OF TIME… 

NEITHER WAS INSTANTANEOUS…

• How did God do what He did.  (World‟s debated question:  Did God do it?)

The methods He used to accomplish it.

„Bara‟  H1254 > Create, shape, form, to bring into existence out of nothing…

„Asa‟   H3335 > to Form by fashioning, to fabricate from a plan…

„Yatsa‟ H6213 > Form by making, produce, prepare, build from something…

„kûn‟  H3559 > to set up, accomplish, make firm, make ready, furnish, organize

The Great Diversion, the Obfuscation…  
15

When was the "beginning"? 

16

The margin in many study Bibles indicates “the beginning”  is a 
period about 4,000 years before Christ, 

These marginal notes are not part of the divinely inspired text. 

They are the work and opinions of men’s understanding and 
thoughts and therefore open to debate. 

If science ultimately determines beyond all doubt that the Universe 
and Earth began millions or even billions of years ago indicating that 
that period was the point of creation, there is nothing in this verse of 
the Bible (or any other verse for that matter) that would contradict 

it.
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17

This word can represent:

• the "beginning" of a fixed period of time: 

"...the eyes of the Lord thy God are always upon it, from the beginning 

of the year even unto the end of the year" Deut.  11:12  

• The "beginning" of a time in one's life as in Job 42:12: 

"So the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more than his beginning...." 

• A point of departure, a starting point as in Gen 1:1 (a first occurrence)

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth." 

• The "first" or "choicest":

"The first of the first fruits of thy land thou shalt bring into the house of 

the Lord thy God"   Ex 23:19 

"...but these shall escape out of his hand, even Edom, and Moab, and 

the chief [NASB, "foremost"] of the children of Ammon"  Dan 11:41

"As for the oblation of the first fruits, ye shall offer them unto the Lord: 

but they shall not be burnt on the altar for a sweet savor"   Lev.  2:12

"...The first fruits of them which they shall offer unto the Lord, them 

have I given thee"  Num 18:12

• And sometimes this word represents the "first part" of something :

"Ye shall offer up a cake of the first of your dough for a heave offering... Num 15:20“ 

"In the beginning" is the Hebrew bereshith.

18

Genesis 1:1   In the beginningH7225
 Time

GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heavenH8064
 Space 

and the earth.H776
 Matter  / Mass 

In order for work to be done, energy must be exerted.   “Energy” is imparted to the 

Universe in verse 2:

Genesis 1:2    …And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face 
H6440 of the waters. H4325

Speaks of God's creating - originating -- the fundamental constituents (all the 

space, time, matter, energy, galaxies, stars, planets etc.) of the universe.

God simultaneously called into instantaneous existence the basic elements of 

the space-mass-time continuum which constitutes the physical universe.  

One can have a meaningful existence only if the other two exist.  

• “Space" is measurable and accessible to sense observation only in 

terms of the “Matter” that exists in that “Space”.

• Things that happen (actions / events) within “Space” require “Time”, 

“Matter”, and “Energy”. 

• “Time” is meaningful only in terms of entities and events happening 

and transpiring within “Space” to “Matter”.

Genesis 1:1 paraphrased: "The transcendent, omnipotent Godhead called 

into instantaneous existence the space-mass-time universe.”
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2 Tim. 1:8-9

19

[8]  Be not thou therefore ashamed of the testimony of our Lord, 

nor of me his prisoner: but be thou partaker of the afflictions of 

the gospel according to the power of God; [9] Who hath saved 

us, and called us with an holy calling, not according to our 

works, but according to his own purpose and grace, which was 

given us in Christ Jesus before the world began, G5550 G166

...  from all eternity,  [NASB]

…before the world began (eternal ages ago).   [AMP]

…before the beginning of time,   [NIV]

Thayer Definitions:

G5550   χρόνος chronos

1) time either long or short

G166     αἰώνιος aiōnios

1) without beginning and end, that which 

always has been and always will be

2) without beginning

3) without end, never to cease, everlasting

John 1:1: "In the beginning was the Word."

20

In the Greek Septuagint “beginning” [Hebrew: re‟shit / bereshith] it is 

translated en arche, 

The same words are used in John 1:1: 

"In the beginning was the Word." 

Although the universe had a beginning, “the Word” was already there 

and thus transcends the universe.  

Some modern translators have suggested a weaker translation of 

bereshith, such as: 

"In the beginning of God's creating ...  ," or 

"When God began to create ..." 

Hebrew scholars acknowledge that this is a grammatically 

permissible translation.
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Genesis 1:1 - God H430

H430     אלהים 'ĕlôhı̂ym

1) (plural)

1a) rulers, judges

1b) divine ones

1c) angels

1d) gods

2) (plural intensive - singular meaning)

2a) god, goddess

2b) godlike one

2c) works or special possessions 

of God

2d) the (true) God

2e) God

Part of Speech: noun masculine plural

ELOHIYM (plural of Eloahh): the deity; the 
supreme Being; the true God 

—a compound word composed of El (the 
strong one), and Alah (to bind oneself by an 
oath);  Elohiym = the mighty and faithful one
—a uni-plural noun; thus, Elohiym latently 
implies the Trinity
—the only name used for God in Genesis 1;

Total KJV Occurrences: 2605

god, 2366

gods, 216

god’s, 7

judges, 4

goddess, 2

great, 2

mighty, 2

angels, 1

exceeding, 1

god-ward, 1

godly, 1

judge, 1

very, 1

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heavenH8064 and the earth.H776

BDB Definitions

21

God

22

This first occurrence of the divine name is the Hebrew Elohim, 

This name of God stresses His majesty and omnipotence.  

Elohim is used throughout the first chapter of Genesis.  

The im ending is the Hebrew plural ending, 

Elohim can actually mean "gods" 

It is translated that way in various passages:

EG: referring to the gods of the heathen (Psalm 96:5).  

Elohim is a plural name with a singular meaning, a "uni-plural" noun, thereby 

suggesting the uni-plurality of the God-head – The Trinity

A trinity, or tri-unity is not the same as a triad (three distinct and separate 

components comprising a system).

A trinity is a continuum in which each component is itself coexistent 

and equal in extent, scope, and duration with the whole.  

E.G.   The universe is not part space, part time, and part matter, 

but rather all space, all time, all matter, and so is a true tri-unity.  

Take away one and whole ceases to exist.
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The Bible does not try to prove that God exists.

23

The opening verse of Genesis simply takes this fact for granted, 

Psalm 14:1   The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. They are 

corrupt, they have done abominable works, there is none that doeth good. 

All of the other ancient religious writings and religious systems (as well 
as all modern philosophies) begin with preexisting matter or energy in 
some form or another, not God.

In a pre-existing primeval chaos of water or fire or whatever, (no 

explanation of where it originated), the forces of nature (or extra-terrestrials or 
the gods and goddesses personifying them) then begin to bring about 
the cosmic changes which developed the world into its present form.             

Genesis does not attempt to refute false philosophies 
or try to prove the existence of the true God. 

Exo 3:14  And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou 

say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you. 

Heb 11:6  But without faith it is impossible to please him: for he that cometh to God 

must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him.

Genesis 1:1 refutes man's false philosophies

24

(1) Refutes atheism, because the universe was created by God.
(2) Refutes pantheism, for God is transcendent to all that He created.  

(3) Refutes polytheism, for one God created all things.
(4) Refutes materialism, for matter had a beginning.

(5) Refutes dualism, because God was alone when He created.
(6) Refutes humanism, because God, not man, is the ultimate reality.  

(7) Refutes evolutionism, because God created all things.  

Each of these embraces all the others.  

Dualism is a summary form of polytheism, which is the popular expression of 
pantheism, which presupposes materialism, which functions in terms of evolutionism, 

which finds its consummation in humanism, which culminates in atheism.  

All are different ways of expressing the same lies of unbelief.  

• There is no personal, transcendent God; 

• That ultimate reality is to be found in the eternal cosmos itself; and 

• That the development of the universe into its present form is contingent 
solely on the innate properties of it own components. 

Other philosophical ideas could also be incorporated: naturalism, uniformitarianism, 
diesm, agnosticism, monism, determinism, pragmatism, and others.  
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25

God predated the universe and was actively involved in causing effects before the 
existence of the universe.

Prov 8:22-31   The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before his works of old. [23] I was 
set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth was. [24] When there were no depths, 
I was brought forth; when there were no fountains abounding with water. [25] Before the mountains 
were settled, before the hills was I brought forth: [26] While as yet he had not made the earth, nor 
the fields, nor the highest part of the dust of the world. [27] When he prepared the heavens, I was 
there: when he set a compass upon the face of the depth: [28] When he established the clouds above: 
when he strengthened the fountains of the deep: [29] When he gave to the sea his decree, that the 
waters should not pass his commandment: when he appointed the foundations of the earth: [30] Then 
I was by him, as one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always before him; [31] 
Rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth; and my delights were with the sons of men. 

John 17:24   Father, I will that they also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I am; that they 
may behold my glory, which thou hast given me: for thou lovedst me before the foundation of the 
world. 

Eph 1:4    According as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that we should 
be holy and without blame before him in love: 

2 Tim 1:9  Who hath saved us, and called us with an holy calling, not according to our works, but 
according to his own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began, 

Tit 1:2   In hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie, promised before the world began; 

1 Pet 1:20     Who verily was foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was manifest in 
these last times for you, 

Pre-Creation events

26

Isaiah 45:5-22; John 1:3; Colossians 1:15-17

John 1:3     All things were made by him; and without him was not 
any thing made that was made. 

Col. 1:15-17     Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of 
every creature: [16] For by him were all things created, that are in 

heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be 
thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were 

created by him, and for him: [17] And he is before all things, and by 
him all things consist. 

God did it…
God alone is the agent for the universe’s existence. 
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God did it…
God alone is the agent for the universe’s existence. 

27Isaiah 45:5-22    

[5] I am the Lord, and there is none else, there is no God beside me: I girded thee, though thou hast not known me: 
[6] That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the west, that there is none beside me. I am the Lord, 
and there is none else. [7] I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, and create evil: I the Lord do all 
these things. [8] Drop down, ye heavens, from above, and let the skies pour down righteousness: let the earth open, 
and let them bring forth salvation, and let righteousness spring up together; I the Lord have created it. [9] Woe unto 
him that striveth with his Maker! Let the potsherd strive with the potsherds of the earth. Shall the clay say to him 
that fashioneth it, What makest thou? or thy work, He hath no hands? [10] Woe unto him that saith unto his father, 
What begettest thou? or to the woman, What hast thou brought forth? [11] Thus saith the Lord, the Holy One of 
Israel, and his Maker, Ask me of things to come concerning my sons, and concerning the work of my hands 
command ye me. [12] I have made the earth, and created man upon it: I, even my hands, have stretched out the 
heavens, and all their host have I commanded. [13] I have raised him up in righteousness, and I will direct all his 
ways: he shall build my city, and he shall let go my captives, not for price nor reward, saith the Lord of hosts. [14] 
Thus saith the Lord, The labour of Egypt, and merchandise of Ethiopia and of the Sabeans, men of stature, shall 
come over unto thee, and they shall be thine: they shall come after thee; in chains they shall come over, and they 
shall fall down unto thee, they shall make supplication unto thee, saying, Surely God is in thee; and there is none 
else, there is no God. [15] Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour. [16] They shall be 
ashamed, and also confounded, all of them: they shall go to confusion together that are makers of idols. [17] But 
Israel shall be saved in the Lord with an everlasting salvation: ye shall not be ashamed nor confounded world 
without end. [18] For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens; God himself that formed the earth and made 
it; he hath established it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the Lord; and there is none 
else. [19] I have not spoken in secret, in a dark place of the earth: I said not unto the seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in 
vain: I the Lord speak righteousness, I declare things that are right. 

[20] Assemble yourselves and come; draw near together, ye that are escaped of the nations: they have no 
knowledge that set up the wood of their graven image, and pray unto a god that cannot save. [21] Tell ye, and bring 
them near; yea, let them take counsel together: who hath declared this from ancient time? who hath told it from 
that time? have not I the Lord? and there is no God else beside me; a just God and a Saviour; there is none beside 
me. [22] Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth: for I am God, and there is none else. 

28

• How many times does the word „create‟ appear in Genesis 1?

(3) Gen 1:1, 21, 27    H1254     ּברא     bârâ„

to shape, fashion, create (always with God as subject)

• Rewrite Isaiah 45:5-22 in your own words?

• John 1:3 – The word “made” appears multiple times.   What 

does it mean each time?

G1096 γίνομαι ginomai Part of Speech: verb

1) to become, i.e. to come into existence, begin to be, receive being

2) to become, i.e. to come to pass, happen

3) to arise, appear in history, come upon the stage

4) to be made, finished

5) to become, be made
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Genesis 1:1 - created H1254 (H853)

H1254     ּברא bârâ'

1) to create, shape, form

1a) (Qal) to shape, fashion, create (always with 

God as subject)

1a1) of heaven and earth

1a2) of individual man

1a3) of new conditions and circumstances

1a4) of transformations

1b) (Niphal) to be created

1b1) of heaven and earth

1b2) of birth

1b3) of something new

1b4) of miracles

1c) (Piel) / 1c1) to cut down / 1c2) to cut out

2) to be fat / 2a) (Hiphil) to make yourselves fat

BARA: bring forth something that is 
radically new; 

produce that which is new, 
extraordinary, and/or epochal; 

produce through supernatural activity

Total KJV Occurrences:  53

created, 33

create, 8

creator, 3

choose, 2

cut, 2

createth, 1

dispatch, 1

done, 1

fat, 1

make, 1

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heavenH8064 and the earth.H776

BDB Definitions

There are several forms which a verb can take.  These are 

given names taken from their sound in a paradigm verb:

Qal, Niphal, Hiphil, Piel, Pual, Hithpael, etc…

H853   את 'êth untranslated particle

sign of the definite direct object, not 

translated in English but generally 

preceding and indicating the accusative

29

30

The first direct scientific evidence for a big bang universe dates back to 1916 when Albert 
Einstein noted that his field equations of general relativity predicted an expanding universe.  

Unwilling to accept the cosmic beginning implied by expansion, Einstein had altered his 
1905 Special Theory of Relativity, adding a totally unsupportable ‘cosmological constant’ 
factor to his equations, in order to conform with the common wisdom of his day -- an 
eternally existing static universe.

Later (1916) with his General Theory of Relativity, Einstein recognized his earlier error in 
altering his special theory and corrected it calling it the biggest mistake of his career.

Beginning in 1925 Abbé Georges Lemaître, who was both an astrophysicist and a Jesuit 
priest, was the first scientist to promote a big bang creation event.

In 1929 observations made by Edwin Hubble established that the velocities of galaxies 
result from a general expansion of the universe.

In 1946 George Gamow calculated that nothing less than the universe expanding from a 
near infinitely hot condition could account for the present abundance of elements.

Most cosmological science textbooks credit Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson with the 
discovery that the universe arose from a hot big bang creation event. 

In 1965 they were the first to detect radiation left over from the creation event.  

They were not the first scientists to recognize that the universe expanded from an 
extremely hot and compact state. 

Based on:  BIG BANG - THE BIBLE TAUGHT IT FIRST!   By Hugh Ross and John Rea
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The word ("bara," in Hebrew) does not necessarily mean “created out of 
nothing” but its use in this chapter suggests that it means that here. 

It occurs 3 times  in v. 1 on Day 1, 
at the introduction of life on the 5th day, and 
at the creation of man on the 6th day. 

Where only transformations of things already in existence are meant, the 
word ("asah" in Hebrew) is used, which is usually translated "made." 

"Bara" (created) used in Genesis 1 is reserved for the introduction of the 3 
spheres of existence:

The matter the universe was “made” of, 
of animal life and 
of spirit, 

Professor Guyot “… whenever the simple form of "bara" is used in the 
Bible it always refers to work made by God and never by 
man....”

Does “created” mean that heaven and earth
were created out of nothing? 

32

The verb „bara‟ expresses creation out of nothing, an idea seen clearly in 

passages having to do with creation on a cosmic scale: 

All other verbs translated “create” or “creating" allow a much broader range 

of meaning; 

They have both divine and human subjects, 

They are used in contexts where bringing something or someone 

into existence is not the issue. 

Bara has only God as its subject; God is the actor.   Bara is His action.

The passages where bara' occurs shows that in the few nonpoetic uses 

(primarily in Genesis), the writer uses scientifically precise language to 

demonstrate that God brought the object or concept into being from 

previously nonexistent material..  

Bara appears in the Genesis 1 manuscripts only twice more after verse 1, 

• v 21 for the creation of nephesh, or soulish animals -- those creatures 

endowed with mind, will, and emotions (namely, birds and mammals) 

• and again v 27 for the creation of adam or "spirit" beings -- those 

creatures endowed with the capacity to respond to God Himself

BARA – the Verb      God – the subject
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„bara‟: created new, from nothing in Gen 1-2

Day 1:  Gen 1:1  In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 

5th Day:  Gen 1:21   And God created great whales, and every living 
creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly, after 
their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that it was 
good. 

6th Day:  Gen 1:27   So God created man in his own image, in the image of 
God created he him; male and female created he them. 

EoWk:  Gen 2:3-4   And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: 
because that in it he had rested from all his work which God created and 
made.  

[4] These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when 
they were created, in the day that the Lord God made the earth and 
the heavens, 

Isa 43:7   Even every one that is called by my name: for I have 

created H1254 - Bara him for my glory, I have formed H3335 - Yatsa him; 

yea, I have made H6213 - Asah him. 

Isa 45:18  For thus saith the LORD that created H1254 - Bara the heavens; God 

himself that formed H3335 - Yatsa the earth and made H6213 - Asah it; he hath 

established H3559 -kûn it, he created H1254 - Bara it not in vain, he formed
H3335 - Asah it to be inhabited: I am the LORD; and there is none else.

„Kûn‟  H3559 > to set up, accomplish, make firm, make ready, to furnish

[To set up / To prepare / To put in order…]

„Bara‟  H1254 > bringing something into existence out of nothing

„Asah‟  H6213 > Form by fashioning, to fabricate from something…

„Yatsa‟ H3335 > Form by making, produce, prepare, build from…

Methods used – God‟s processes

34The Hebrew Bible uses the English word 

translated „Create‟ in several ways.

When we read it today we think of it primarily in only one way
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H3335    יצר yâtsar

FORGE / FORM    Part of Speech: verb

1) to form, fashion, frame

1a) (Qal) to form, fashion

1a1) of human activity

1a2) of divine activity

1a2a) of creation

1a2a1) of original creation

1a2a2) of individuals at conception

1a2a3) of Israel as a people

1a2b) to frame, pre-ordain, plan (figuratively 

of divine) purpose of a situation)

1b) (Niphal) to be formed, be created

1c) (Pual) to be predetermined, be pre-ordained

1d) (Hophal) to be formed

probably identical with H3334 (through the

squeezing into shape), ([compare H3331])

Same Word by TWOT Number: 898

H1254    ּברא bârâ‘    

CREATE       Part of Speech: verb

1) to create, shape, form

1a) (Qal) to shape, fashion, create (always with God as subject)

1a1) of heaven and earth

1a2) of individual man

1a3) of new conditions and circumstances

1a4) of transformations

1b) (Niphal) to be created

1b1) of heaven and earth

1b2) of birth

1b3) of something new

1b4) of miracles

1c) (Piel)

1c1) to cut down

1c2) to cut out

2) to be fat

2a) (Hiphil) to make yourselves fat

primitive root

Same Word by TWOT Number: 278

H6213    עׂשה ‛âśâh

MAKE
Part of Speech: verb

1) to do, fashion, accomplish, make

1a) (Qal)

1a1) to do, work, make, produce

1a1a) to do

1a1b) to work

1a1c) to deal (with)

1a1d) to act, act with effect, effect

1a2) to make

1a2a) to make

1a2b) to produce

1a2c) to prepare

1a2d) to make (an offering)

1a2e) to attend to, put in order

1a2f) to observe, celebrate

1a2g) to acquire (property)

1a2h) to appoint, ordain, institute

1a2i) to bring about

1a2j) to use

1a2k) to spend, pass

1b) (Niphal)

1b1) to be done

1b2) to be made

1b3) to be produced

1b4) to be offered

1b5) to be observed

1b6) to be used

1c) (Pual) to be made

2) (Piel) to press, squeeze

a primitive root

Same Word by TWOT Number: 1708, 1709

H3559    ּכּון kûn

ESTABLISH / ARRANGE / SET UP
Part of Speech: verb

1) to be firm, be stable, be established

1a) (Niphal)

1a1) to be set up, be established, be fixed

1a1a) to be firmly established

1a1b) to be established, be stable, be 

secure, be enduring

1a1c) to be fixed, be securely determined

1a2) to be directed aright, be fixed aright, be 

steadfast

1a3) to prepare, be ready

1a4) to be prepared, be arranged, be settled

1b) (Hiphil)

1b1) to establish, set up, accomplish, do, make 

firm

1b2) to fix, make ready, prepare, provide, 

provide for, furnish

1b3) to direct toward (moral sense)

1b4) to arrange, order

1c) (Hophal)

1c1) to be established, be fastened

1c2) to be prepared, be ready

1d) (Polel)

1d1) to set up, establish

1d2) to constitute, make

1d3) to fix

1d4) to direct

1e) (Pulal) to be established, be prepared

1f) (Hithpolel) to be established, be restored

a primitive root

Same Word by TWOT Number: 964

Amplified version:   Ge 1:1 / Heb 11:3
Gen 1:1  IN THE beginning God (prepared, formed, fashioned, and) created 

the heavens and the earth.

G2675  καταρτίζω katartizō

1) to render, i.e. to fit, sound, complete

1a) to mend (what has been broken or 

rent), to repair

1a1) to complete

1b) to fit out, equip, put in order, 

arrange, adjust

1b1) to fit or frame for one’s self, 

prepare

1c) ethically: to strengthen, perfect, 

complete, make one what he ought to be

Heb 11:3  By faith we understand that the worlds [during the successive ages] 

were framed G2675 (fashioned, put in order, and equipped for their intended purpose) 

by the word of God, 

so that what we see was not made out of things which are visible. G5316

G5316 υαίνω phainō

1) to bring forth into the light, cause to shine, shed light

2) shine

2a) to shine, be bright or resplendent

2b) to become evident, to be brought forth into the 

light, come to view, appear

2b1) of growing vegetation, to come to light      

2b2) to appear, be seen     2b3) exposed to view

2c) to meet the eyes, strike the sight, become clear 

OR manifest     2c1) to be seen, appear

2d) to appear to the mind, seem to one’s judgment or 

opinion

36

The universe that we humans can measure and detect  was 
made out of that which we cannot measure or detect.

What science theorizes and calls Dark matter / Dark energy ???
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The “discovery” of a BIG BANG by science was upstaged by
2500+ years by Job, Moses, David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

and other Bible authors. 

Bible prophets and the apostles stated explicitly and repeatedly the 
two most fundamental properties of the Big Bang: 

• it had a transcendent cosmic beginning a finite time period ago 

- and -

• it resulted in a universe undergoing a general, continual expansion. 

In Isaiah 42:5 both properties were declared, 

“This is what the Lord says—He who created the heavens and 
stretched them out.”

Based on:  BIG BANG THE BIBLE TAUGHT IT FIRST! 
By Hugh Ross and John Rea

Thus saith God H410 the LORD, H3068 he that created H1254 [Beginning]    the heavens, H8064

and stretched them out; H5186 [Expansion]

he that spread forth H7554 the earth, H776 and that which cometh out H6631 of it; 

he that giveth H5414 breath H5397 unto the people upon it, and spirit H7307 to them that walk therein:

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch … Isaiah 42:5

H410  God   אל 'êl H3068  the Lord   יהוה yehôvâh

H8064  heavens   ׁשמה ׁשמים / shâmayim/ shâmeh

H5186  stretched them out   נטה nâṭâh

1) to stretch out, extend, spread out, pitch, turn, 

pervert, incline, bend, bow

1a) (Qal)

1a1) to stretch out, extend, stretch, offer

1a2) to spread out, pitch (tent)

1a3) to bend, turn, incline

1a3a) to turn aside, incline, decline, bend down           

1a3b) to bend, bow

1a3c) to hold out, extend (figuratively)

1b) (Niphal) to be stretched out

1c) (Hiphil)

1c1) to stretch out     1c2) to spread out

1c3) to turn, incline, influence, bend down, hold 

out, extend, thrust aside, thrust away

H776     the earth     ארץ 'erets

H7554     spread forth

רקע râqa‛

1) to beat, stamp, beat out, spread out, stretch

1a) (Qal)

1a1) to stamp, beat out

1a2) one who beats out (participle)

1b) (Piel) to overlay, beat out (for plating)

1c) (Pual) beaten out (participle)

1d) (Hiphil) to make a spreading (of clouds)

H6631     cometh out       צאצא tse'ĕtsâ'

1) offspring, produce, issue

1a) offspring (of men)

1b) produce (of earth)

1c) descendants (metaphorical) B
D

B
 D

e
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n
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n

s

H1254   created   ּברא bârâ'

38
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Hebrew verb “created” in Isaiah 42:5  bara’ =

“bringing into existence something new, something that did not exist before.”7

That God created (bara’) the entirety of the heavens is stated 7 times in the O.T.

Genesis 1:1;   2:3;   2:4;   Psalm 148:5;   Isaiah 40:26;   42:5;   45:18

Created  bara H1254

Gen 1:1       In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 

Gen 2:3-4   And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested 
from all his work which God created and made.   [4]  These are the generations of the 
heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that the Lord God made
the earth and the heavens, 

Ps 148:5       Let them praise the name of the Lord: for he commanded, and they were created. 

Isa 40:26       Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who hath created these things, that bringeth
out their host by number: he calleth them all by names by the greatness of his might, 
for that he is strong in power; not one faileth. 

Isa 42:5       Thus saith God the Lord, he that created the heavens, and stretched them out; he 
that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out of it; he that giveth breath unto 
the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk therein: 

Isa 45:18       For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens; God himself that formed the earth 
and made it; he hath established it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be 
inhabited: I am the Lord; and there is none else. 

40

This verb “bara” occurs many times in the Old Testament, 

It is used as a synonym for "create" only about 50-60 times.  

In Isaiah 40-65, “bara” is used 20 times

It is used both in a poetic sense and a literal technical sense

Each Biblical interpreter (you) 

must determine how ‘Bara’ is intended to be understood in the text.     
Use the ‘whole counsel of God’; other scriptures 

and listen to the teaching and leading of the Holy Spirit….

Bara:   lost in the translation
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bara is typically used of the ‘work of God.’ 

Only God can create -- call into existence things that had no prior 
existence. 

Romans 4:17  ….even God, who quickeneth the dead, and 
calleth those things which be not as though they were. 

Hebrews 11:3   Through faith we understand that the worlds 
were framed by the word of God, so that things which are 
seen were not made of things which do appear. 

God can and does also "make" and "form" things.

Men can "make" (Hebrew asah) things, 

or "form" (Hebrew yatsar) things, 

but they cannot create (Hebrew bara) things. 

The work of creation from nothing is uniquely a work of God

Created  bara H1254
41

The work of making and forming (Hebrew asah and yatsar) consists of 
organizing already existing materials into more complex systems.

The act of creation is that of bringing into existence something whose 
materials had no previous existence.

The use of the word “bara" in Genesis 1:1 informs us that at this point, 
the physical universe was declared / spoken into existence by God. 

[BIG BANG]

Random particles of matter could not bring themselves into 
existence and then, by themselves, form even the simplest building 
blocks of life, much less generate a complex, orderly, intelligible 
universe, including living sentient persons capable of applying 
intelligence to the understanding of the complex order of the 
universe.  

God is the only adequate Cause to produce such effects.

Created  bara H1254
42
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He hath made H6213 the earth H776 by his power, he hath established H3559 the world H8398 by his 

wisdom, H2451 and hath stretched out H5186 the heavens H8064 by his discretion. H8394

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …

Jeremiah 10:12  /  51:15

H776     the earth     ארץ 'erets

H6213   made   עׂשה ‛âśâh

1) to do, fashion, accomplish, make

1a) (Qal)     1a1) to do, work, make, produce

1a1a) to do    1a1b) to work     1a1c) to deal 

(with)     1a1d) to act, act with effect, effect

1a2) to make     1a2a) to make     1a2b) to 

produce     1a2c) to prepare  1a2d) to make 

(an offering)     1a2e) to attend to, put in 

order     1a2f) to observe, celebrate     1a2g) 

to acquire (property)     1a2h) to appoint, 

ordain, institute     1a2i) to bring about     

1a2j) to use     1a2k) to spend, pass

1b) (Niphal)   1b1) to be done   1b2) to be made     

1b3) to be produced   1b4) to be offered     

1b5) to be observed   1b6) to be used

1c) (Pual) to be made

2) (Piel) to press, squeeze

H3559   established   ּכּון kûn

1) to be firm, be stable, be established

1a) (Niphal)   1a1) to be set up, be established, be fixed   

1a1a) to be firmly established    1a1b) to be 

established, be stable, be secure, be enduring    1a1c) 

to be fixed, be securely determined    1a2) to be 

directed aright, be fixed aright, be steadfast    1a3) to 

prepare, be ready    1a4) to be prepared, be arranged, 

be settled

1b) (Hiphil)    1b1) to establish, set up, accomplish, do, 

make firm    1b2) to fix, make ready, prepare, 

provide, provide for, furnish    1b3) to direct toward 

(moral sense)    1b4) to arrange, order

1c) (Hophal)    1c1) to be established, be fastened    1c2) 

to be prepared, be ready

1d) (Polel)    1d1) to set up, establish    1d2) to 

constitute, make    1d3) to fix    1d4) to direct

1e) (Pulal) to be established, be prepared

1f) (Hithpolel) to be established, be restored

H8398  the world (as inhabited)   ּתבל têbêl

BDB Definitions

43

He hath made H6213 the earth H776 by his power, H3581 he hath established H3559 the world H8398 by 

his wisdom, H2451 and hath stretched out H5186 the heaven H8064 by his understanding. H8394

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …

Jeremiah 10:12  /  51:15

H3581  power   ּכוח ּכח  / kôach

1) strength, power, might

1a) human strength

1b) strength (of angels)

1c) power (of God)

1d) strength (of animals)

1e) strength, produce, wealth (of soil)

2) a small reptile, probably a kind of lizard, 

which is unclean

2a) perhaps an extinct animal, exact 

meaning is unknown

H2451   wisdom   חכמה chokmâh

1) wisdom

1a) skill (in war)

1b) wisdom (in administration)

1c) shrewdness, wisdom

1d) wisdom, prudence (in religious affairs)

1e) wisdom (ethical and religious)

H8394   understanding

ּתובנה ּתבּונה  / ּתבּון  /

tâbûn /  tebûnâh /  tôbûnâh

1) understanding, intelligence

1a) the act of understanding

1a1) skill

1b) the faculty of understanding

1b1) intelligence, understanding, insight

1c) the object of knowledge

1d) teacher (personification)

H8398   world  ּבבל tebel (385c); 

from H2986;     NASEC Definition

world: 

inhabited (1), 

inhabited world (1), 

world (34).

44
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Most repeated characteristic of the universe in the Bible is that 
it is being “stretched”. 

5 Bible authors in 11* passages: 

3 of the 11 verses, Job 9:8; Isaiah 44:24; and 45:12 make the point that God alone 
was responsible for the cosmic stretching.

Different Hebrew verb forms are used to describe the cosmic stretching. 

Job 9:8; Ps 104:2; Isa 40:22; 42:5; 44:24; 51:13; Zech 12:1 employ the ‘Qal’ active 
participle form of the verb natah. 

Meaning “the stretcher out of them” (the heavens) 

It implies continual or ongoing stretching. 

Isa 45:12; 48:13; Jer 10:12; 51:15 use the ‘Qal’ perfect form. 

Meaning the stretching of the heavens was completed or finished in the past.

UNIVERAL STRETCH MARKS…

*  Job 37:18 appears to be a 12th but here the word used for “heavens” or “skies” is shehaqîm which 
refers to the clouds of fine particles (of water or dust) that are located in Earth’s atmosphere, not the 

shamayim, the heavens of the astronomical universe.

Hast thou with him spread out the sky, which is strong, and as a molten looking glass? 

46
“the stretcher out of them” implying continual or 

ongoing stretching / expansion 

Job 9:8   Which alone spreadeth out the heavens, and treadeth upon the waves of the sea. 

Psalm 104:2   Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment: who stretchest out the 
heavens like a curtain: 

Isaiah 40:22   It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are 
as grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a 
tent to dwell in: 

Isaiah 42:5   Thus saith God the Lord, he that created the heavens, and stretched them out; 
he that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out of it; he that giveth breath unto 
the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk therein: 

Isaiah 44:24   Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer, and he that formed thee from the womb, I 
am the Lord that maketh all things; that stretcheth forth the heavens alone; that spreadeth
abroad the earth by myself; 

Isaiah 51:13   And forgettest the Lord thy maker, that hath stretched forth the heavens, and 
laid the foundations of the earth; and hast feared continually every day because of the fury 
of the oppressor, as if he were ready to destroy? and where is the fury of the oppressor? 

Zech. 12:1   The burden of the word of the Lord for Israel, saith the Lord, which stretcheth
forth the heavens, and layeth the foundation of the earth, and formeth the spirit of man 
within him.
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47Stretching of the heavens 

as an action completed or finished in the past.

Isaiah 42:5 Thus saith God the Lord, he that created the heavens, and 
stretched them out; he that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out 
of it; he that giveth breath unto the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk 
therein: 

Isaiah 45:12    I have made the earth, and created man upon it: I, even my 
hands, have stretched out the heavens, and all their host have I commanded. 

Isaiah 48:13   Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my 
right hand hath spanned the heavens: when I call unto them, they stand up 
together. 

Jeremiah 10:12   He hath made the earth by his power, he hath established 
the world by his wisdom, and hath stretched out the heavens by his discretion
H8394. 

Jeremiah 51:15   He hath made the earth by his power, he hath established 
the world by his wisdom, and hath stretched out the heaven by his 
understanding H8394. 

48

“stretches out” is the verb natah in the Qal active participle form. Literally 
 “is stretching them out . . .”    what He is continuing to do 

“spreads them out” (NASB, NIV, NKJV) is the verb mathah (used only this 
one time in the Old Testament)  literally means  “and he has spread 
them out . . .” to dwell in . . .    why He is doing it

This one verse literally states that God is has both stretched out the 
heavens in the past and is continuing to stretch them out now.

According to the Big Bang, at the creation event all the physics (specifically, 
the laws, constants, and equations of physics) were instantly created, 

designed, and finished so as to guarantee an ongoing, continual expansion 
of the universe at exactly the right rates and temperatures with respect to 

time so that physical life will be possible.

Isaiah 40:22 
It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth,

and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; 
that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, 
and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in:   
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Simultaneously finished past actions (causes) and their
ongoing results (effects  natural, physical processes) 

due to God’s acts of creation is part of God’s laying Earth’s foundations.

Foundation: the base upon which all else is supported and built…

Zech. 12:1  The burden of the word of the Lord for Israel, saith the Lord, 
which stretcheth forth the heavens, and 
layeth the foundation of the earth, and 
formeth the spirit of man within him. 

This is consistent with the geophysical discovery that certain long-lived 
radiometric elements were placed into the earth’s crust a little more than 

four billion years ago in just the right quantities so as to guarantee the 
continual building of continents even yet today.

God established the processes and initiated creation.

Earth:  Under construction …

50

The Universe:  
God’s Day 1 creation has been expanding – or as God’s Word 
puts it, “He is stretching out the heavens like a scroll…” since 
God created it.   Science calls the initiating event the “Big Bang”.

How fast is it ‘stretching’, expanding?

The Speed of Light:  
The speed that light travels is constant.  Most scientists (not all) 
say it has remained steady (or as nearly steady as we can 
measure it) since God separated it out…   

Science calls the Speed of Light  (C), for our purposes about 
186,000 miles per SECOND.

GET THIS:
• The Universe is getting bigger and bigger

• The Speed of Light is appears to be constant…

Quick, get the raisin bread and some balloons…
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God‟s perspective… 

looking 

from the 

point of 

beginnings …

(6) Consecutive 24 Hour days

52

Exponential  Each day doubles the previous day

5 days expansion

7 ¾ billion years

Man’s perspective:
Earth time nearly 16 billion years as we look 

across expanding time and space 
from today…

Now

4 days expansion

3 ¾ billion years

3 days - 1 ¾ billion years

3 days - 1 ¾ billion years

2 days - ¾ billion years

1 days – ¼ billion years

Stretch factor:   The Expansion rate
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Day 1: In the beginning  evening and morning, Day1
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As we move from „In the beginning‟ 

to evening and morning Day 1, 

time passes

1

Day

God, in His Word, defines this 

not as the 1st Day, 

but as One Day:

The amount of time that passes as viewed 

from His perspective.

Day 1 Initial Creation,  Big Bang – Time, Space, Matter, Energy
Light (Plasma - Photons) separate,  Atomic Mass forms

Gen 1:1-5, 2:4
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Day 2:  end of Day 1  end of 2nd day
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Day 2 begins at 

the end of Day 1

2nd Day Heavens, Galaxies form – Solid heavenly bodies form
Earth, Sun, Solar system, Milky Way ….

Gen 1:6-8
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Expansion / Stretching of creation
Each day’s events move twice as 

far as they did the prior day.
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Day 3:  end of 2nd Day  end of 3rd Day

Expansion / Stretching of creation
Each day’s events move twice as 

far as they did the prior day.

3rd Day Water,  1st lower forms – those not requiring or using 
photosynthesis or direct sunlight

Gen 1:9-13, 2:5-6 
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Day 3 begins at the end of Day 2
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1

Day

Day 4:  end of 3rd Day  end of 4th Day

4th Day Sun, Moon, stars appear in the sky,  
Change from Opaque (Water canopy/ Cloudy) to Transparent atmosphere.   
Photosynthetic plants appear.

Gen 1:14-19
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Day 4 begins at the end of Day 3
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Expansion / Stretching of creation
Each day’s events move twice as 

far as they did the prior day.
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Day

Day 5:  end of 4th Day  end of 5th Day

5th Day 1st higher animals, Aquatic explosion
Gen 1:20-23, 2:18-19
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Day 5 begins at the end of Day 4
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Expansion / Stretching of creation
Each day’s events move twice as 

far as they did the prior day.
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Day 6:  end of 5th Day  end of 6th Day

Gen 1:24-31, 2:7
6th Day Land animals, Mammals, Human life  ADAM / EVE NEAR THE END OF 6TH DAY
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Day 6 begins at the end of Day 5
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Day t begins at the end of Day 6 Expansion / Stretching of creation
Each day’s events move twice as 

far as they did the prior day.
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Stretching of the Heavens / Expansion of the Universe    14-16 billion years

Day 1 Initial Creation,  Big Bang – Time, Space, Matter, Energy
Light (Plasma - Photons) separate,  Atoms Mass) form

2nd Day Heavens, Galaxies form 
3rd Day Water, 1st life, not using photosynthesis
4th Day Sun, Moon, stars,  Transparent atmosphere.   

Photosynthetic plants.
5th Day 1st animals, Aquatic explosion
6th Day Land animals, Mammals – near beginning of 6th day, 

Human life - ADAM / EVE near end of 6TH day  
~6,000 - 10,000 years ago

8 billion years - Day 14 billion years
2 billion 

years
1 bil
years½

 b
il

¼
 b

il

1

2

3

4

5

6

(6) 24 

hour days

The Time Stretch Factor
Blow up a balloon…

Temperature of quark confinement, when matter freezes out the energy = 10.9 x 1012 Ko / 2.73
“Light (photons) separate from Plasma and Atoms form (‘Dark’ - mass)”

Exponential Expansion:

T = 0∫
t
T0e

t

Like raisins in a rising dough, the 

universe is continually expanding, 

increasing the time and distance 

between the ‘raisins’.
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Start of the day Key Events

Day Bible Science before Adam Bible Science

1 24 hours 8 bil years 15 ¾ billion years Initial creation Big Bang

2 24 hours 4 bil years 7 ¾ billion years Heavens Milky Way

3 24 hours 2 bil years 3 ¾ billion years Water Water

1st Life 1st Life

4 24 hours 1 bil years 1 ¾ billion years Sun Transparent

Stars Atmosphere

5 24 hours ½ bil years ¾ billion years 1st Animals 1st Animals

Aquatic Aquatic

Explosion Explosion

6 24 hours ¼ bil years ¼ billion years Land Animals Land Animals

Mammals Mammals

.             . .                      . Humans Humans

6 days 15 ¾ billion years

From:   A Physicist Looks at Creation: Genesis One

Gerald Schroeder

Genesis and the Big Bang

61

Arrow of time

God

Looks forward

From the origin
62

Today

Year 5770

Creation

Big Bang
Time & Space: Expanding / Stretching

We

Look backward

From where we are

Heavens and Earth declare…  14-16 billion years

A
d

a
m

&
 E

v
e

(6) 24 hour days 

…using Man’s clock

Blink 

God’s Word declares…using God’s clock

 ~ 6,000 years
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Genesis 1:2    And

63

Genesis 2:1 notes the termination of the work of the six days of creation:

"Thus the heavens and the earth were finished,

and all the host of them.“

The inclusion of the words, "the heavens" in this summary is the only 

other mention of the „heavens‟ during the six days as presented in 

Genesis 1:1.

The primeval creation of the heavens and the earth in the 

beginning was the first act of the first day of the six days. 

They were not finished, completed until six days after they were first 

created.

After 6 days, God ceased His creative action but 

He continually maintains, sustains, and controls 

the natural, physical processes that science studies 

and that keeps life on Earth possible…

Heb 1:3  Who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his 

person, and upholding all things by the word of his power, when he had by 

himself purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high; . . . 

64

primeval:

Etymology:  Latin primaevus,

from primus first + aevum age 

primordial

Etymology: Late Latin primordialis,

from Latin primordium origin, 

from primus first + ordiri to begin 

prehistoric

relating to, or existing in times before written / recorded history

Just to be clear …
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I have made H6213  [ASAH] the earth, H776 and created H1254 [BARA] man H120 upon H5921 it: I, 

even my hands, H3027 have stretched out H5186 the heavens, H8064 and all H3605 their host 
H6635 have I commanded. H6680

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …  Isaiah 45:12

B
D
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 D
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n
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n

s

H3027   hands   יד yâd

1) hand

1a) hand (of man)

1b) strength, power (figuratively)

1c) side (of land), part, portion 

(metaphorically) (figuratively)

1d) (various special, technical senses)

1d1) sign, monument  1d2) part, 

fractional part, share  1d3) time, 

repetition   1d4) axle-trees, axle    

1d5) stays, support (for laver)  1d6) 

tenons (in tabernacle)  1d7) a phallus, 

a hand (meaning unsure)  1d8) wrists

65

H6213   made   עׂשה ‛âśâh

1) to do, fashion, accomplish, make

1a) (Qal)     1a1) to do, work, make, produce

1a1a) to do    1a1b) to work     1a1c) to deal 

(with)     1a1d) to act, act with effect, effect

1a2) to make     1a2a) to make     1a2b) to 

produce     1a2c) to prepare  1a2d) to make 

(an offering)     1a2e) to attend to, put in 

order     1a2f) to observe, celebrate     1a2g) 

to acquire (property)     1a2h) to appoint, 

ordain, institute     1a2i) to bring about     

1a2j) to use     1a2k) to spend, pass

1b) (Niphal)   1b1) to be done   1b2) to be made     

1b3) to be produced   1b4) to be offered     

1b5) to be observed   1b6) to be used

1c) (Pual) to be made

2) (Piel) to press, squeeze

I have made H6213  [ASAH] the earth, H776 and created H1254 [BARA] man H120 upon H5921

it: I, even my hands, H3027 have stretched out H5186 the heavens, H8064 and all H3605

their host H6635 have I commanded. H6680

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …  Isaiah 45:12

BDB Definitions

H120   man   אדם 'âdâm

1) man, mankind

1a) man, human being

1b) man, mankind (much more 

frequently intended sense in OT)

1c) Adam, first man

1d) city in Jordan valley

66

H5186   stretched out    נטה nâṭâh

1) to stretch out, extend, spread out, pitch, turn, 

pervert, incline, bend, bow

1a) (Qal)   1a1) to stretch out, extend, stretch, 

offer    1a2) to spread out, pitch (tent)    1a3) 

to bend, turn, incline    1a3a) to turn aside, 

incline, decline, bend down    1a3b) to bend, 

bow    1a3c) to hold out, extend (figuratively)

1b) (Niphal) to be stretched out

1c) (Hiphil)    1c1) to stretch out    1c2) to 

spread out    1c3) to turn, incline, influence, 

bend down, hold out, extend, thrust aside, 

thrust away

H5921   upon   על ‛al

1) upon, on the ground of, according to, on account of, on 

behalf of, concerning, beside, in addition to, together with, 

beyond, above, over, by, on to, towards, to, against 

(preposition)

1a) upon, on the ground of, on the basis of, on account 

of, because of, therefore, on behalf of, for the sake of, 

for, with, in spite of, notwithstanding, concerning, in the 

matter of, as regards

1b) above, beyond, over (of excess)

1c) above, over (of elevation or pre-eminence)

1d) upon, to, over to, unto, in addition to, together with, 

with (of addition)

1e) over (of suspension or extension)

1f) by, adjoining, next, at, over, around (of contiguity or 

proximity)

1g) down upon, upon, on, from, up upon, up to, towards, 

over towards, to, against (with verbs of motion)

1h) to (as a dative)

2) because that, because, notwithstanding, although 

(conjunction)
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I have made H6213 the earth, H776 and created H1254 man H120 upon H5921 it: I, even my 

hands, H3027 have stretched out H5186 the heavens, H8064

and all H3605 their host H6635 have I commanded. H6680

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …  Isaiah 45:12

BDB Definitions

H3605    all    ּכול ּכל  / kôl /  kôl

1) all, the whole

1a) all, the whole of

1b) any, each, every, anything

1c) totality, everything H6635   host   צבאה צבא  / tsâbâ'  /  tsebâ'âh

1) that which goes forth, army, war, warfare, 

host

1a) army, host

1a1) host (of organised army)    

1a2) host (of angels)    

1a3) of sun, moon, and stars    

1a4) of whole creation

1b) war, warfare, service, go out to war

1c) service

H6680   commanded   צוה tsâvâh

1) to command, charge, give orders, lay charge, give 

charge to, order

1a) (Piel)

1a1) to lay charge upon

1a2) to give charge to, give command to

1a3) to give charge unto

1a4) to give charge over, appoint

1a5) to give charge, command

1a6) to charge, command

1a7) to charge, commission

1a8) to command, appoint, ordain (of divine act)

1b) (Pual) to be commanded

67

68

Men can "make" (Hebrew asah) things or "form" (Hebrew yatsar) things, but they 

cannot create (Hebrew bara) things.

God also can "make" and "form" things and do so far more effectively and 

quickly than man can do.  

Creation, (bara) bringing something from nothing, is uniquely God‟s work.

Asah occurs in early extra-biblical Hebrew, Hebrew, and about 2,625 times in 

the Bible (in all periods). 

The primary sense this verb represents the production of various objects.  

“Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image..." Exod.  20:4

The verb can mean to make something into something else: build 

"And the residue thereof he maketh a god, even his graven 

image..."  Isa.  44:17

The verb is used to mean to prepare a meal, a banquet, or even an offering: 

"And he [Abraham] took butter, and milk, and the calf which he had 

dressed, and set it before them [his three guests]...“ Gen  18:8

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”
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In Gen 12:5 `ashah means "to acquire" (as it often does): 

"And Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot his brother's son, and all their 

substance that they had gathered, and the souls that they had gotten in 

Haran...." 

The "souls that they had gotten" probably were slaves.  

Used in association with "Sabbath" or the name of other holy days, this word 

signifies "keeping" or "celebrating": 

"All the congregation of Israel shall keep it [the Passover]" Exod 12:47

In a related sense the word means "to spend" a day: 

"For who knoweth what is good for man in this life, all the days of his vain life 

which he spendeth as a shadow?" <Eccl.  6:12>.  

Depending upon its object, `ashah has several other nuances within the general 

concept of producing some product.  

For example, with the object "book" the verb means "to write": "...of making 

many books there is no end..." <Eccl.  12:12>.  

The Bible also uses this word of the process of making war: 

"These made war with Bera king of Sodom..." <Gen.  14:2>.  

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”

70

Sometimes the word represents an action: 

"And Joshua made peace with them, and made a league with them..." <Josh.  

9:15>.  

"To make a mourning" is to observe it: "...and he [Joseph] made a mourning for 

his father seven days" <Gen.  50:10>.  

With "name" the verb means "to gain prominence and fame": 

"Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; 

and let us make us a name..." <Gen.  11:4>.  

With the word "workmanship" the word signifies "to work": 

"And I have filled him with the spirit of God..., and in all manner of 

workmanship,...  to work in gold, and in silver, and in brass" Ex  31:3- 4

`Ashah may represent the relationship of an individual to another in his action or 

behavior, in the sense of what one does.  

So Pharaoh asks Abram: "What is this that thou hast done unto me?" <Gen.  

12:18>.  

Israel pledged: "All that the Lord hath said will we do, and be obedient" <Exod.  

24:7>.

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”
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With the particle le the verb signifies inflicting upon another some act or behavior: 

"Then Abimelech called Abraham, and said unto him, What hast thou done unto 

us?" Gen.  20:9  

With the particle `im the word may mean "to show," or "to practice" something toward 

someone.  

The emphasis here is on an ongoing mutual relationship between two parties 

obligating them to a reciprocal act: 

"O Lord God of my master Abraham, I pray thee, send me good speed this 

day, and show kindness unto my master Abraham" Gen 24:12

In Gen 26:29 `ashah appears twice in the sense "to practice toward":

"That thou wilt do us no harm, as we have not touched thee, and as we have 

done unto thee nothing but good...." 

Used absolutely this verb sometimes means "to take action": 

"Let Pharaoh do this, and let him appoint officers over the land..." Gen 41:34

In the Hebrew `ashah has no object in this passage-- it is used absolutely.  Used in 

this manner it may also signify "to be active": 

"She seeketh wool, and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands" Prov 31:13

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”

72

In 1 Chr.  28:10 the verb (used absolutely) means "to go to work," to go about doing 

a task: 

"Take heed now; for the Lord hath chosen thee to build a house for the 

sanctuary: be strong, and do it." 

This verb used of plants signifies "bringing forth." 

In Gen 1:11 it means "to bear" fruit: "...and the fruit tree [bearing] fruit after 

his kind...." 

In another nuance this verb represents what a plant does in producing grain: 

"...it hath no stalk: the bud shall yield no meal...“ Hos 8:7

The word signifies the production of branches, too: 

"It was planted in a good soil by great waters, that it might bring forth 

branches, and that it might bear fruit, that it might be a goodly vine" Ezek 

17:8 

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”
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`Ashah is used theologically of man's response to divine commands.  

God commanded Noah: 

"Make thee an ark of gopher wood..." <Gen.  6:14>.  

Similarly Israel was commanded 

"to construct" a sanctuary for God <Exod.  25:8>.  

This verb is also applied specifically to all aspects of divine acts and actions.  

In <Gen.  12:2>, God promises "to make" Abram a great nation.  

`Ashah is also the most general Old Testament expression for divine creating.  

Every aspect of this activity is described by this word: 

"For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth..." <Exod.  20:11>.  

"And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were 

under the firmament from the waters which were above the 

firmament...” <Gen 1:7> 

This word is used of God's acts effecting the entire created world and individual men 

<Exod.  20:6>.  

God's acts and words perfectly correspond, so that what He says He does, and what 

He does is what He has said <Gen.  21:1; Ps.  115:3>.

ASAH  “to build, make, assemble, grow”

For thus saith the LORD H3068 that created H1254 the heavens; H8064

God H430 himself that formed H3335 the earth H776 and made H6213 it; 

he hath established H3559 it, 

he created H1254 it not in vain, H8414

he formed H3335 it to be inhabited: H3427

I am the LORD; H3068 and there is none else.  

Process:   Make, Establish (set up), Stretch …  Isaiah 45:18

BDB Definitions

H3335   formed   יצר yâtsar

1) to form, fashion, frame

1a) (Qal) to form, fashion

1a1) of human activity

1a2) of divine activity

1a2a) of creation

1a2a1) of original creation

1a2a2) of individuals at conception

1a2a3) of Israel as a people

1a2b) to frame, pre-ordain, plan 

(figuratively of divine) purpose of a 

situation)

1b) (Niphal) to be formed, be created

1c) (Pual) to be predetermined, be pre-ordained

1d) (Hophal) to be formed

H8414    vain   ּתהּו tôhû

1) formlessness, confusion, unreality, emptiness

1a) formlessness (of primeval earth)

1a1) nothingness, empty space

1b) that which is empty or unreal (of idols) (figuratively)

1c) wasteland, wilderness (of solitary places)

1d) place of chaos

1e) vanity

H3427   inhabited    יׁשב yâshab

1) to dwell, remain, sit, abide

1a) (Qal)    1a1) to sit, sit down    1a2) to be set     1a3) to remain, stay    1a4) to dwell, have one’s abode

1b) (Niphal) to be inhabited          1c) (Piel) to set, place

1d) (Hiphil)    1d1) to cause to sit    1d2) to cause to abide, set    1d3) to cause to dwell    1d4) to cause 

(cities) to be inhabited    1d5) to marry (give an dwelling to)

1e) (Hophal)    1e1) to be inhabited    1e2) to make to dwell

74
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YATSAR  "to form, mold, fashion"

yatsar is used in the sense of "to produce" or "to form or shape“. 

The word is found just over 60 times in the Hebrew Old Testament.  

Yatsar is a technical potter's word, and it is often used in connection 

with the potter at work <Isa.  29:16; Jer.  18:4, 6>.  

The word is sometimes used as a general term of "craftsmanship or 

handiwork," whether molding, carving, or casting <Isa.  44:9-10,12>.  

The word may be used to express the "forming of plans in one's mind 

<Ps.  94:20>; KJV, "frameth".  

The first occurrence in the Old Testament is in <Gen.  2:7>: 

"...God formed man of the dust of the ground," reflecting the 

basic meaning of "molding" something to a desired shape;

To configure it.  

76

YATSAR  "to form, mold, fashion"

Yatsar is frequently used to describe God's creative activity, whether literally or 

figuratively.  

God "formed" not only man <Gen.  2:7-8> but the animals <Gen.  2:19>

God also "formed" the nation of Israel <Isa.  27:11; 45:9,11>; 

Israel was "formed" as God's special servant even from the womb <Isa.  

44:2,24; 49:5>.  

While yet in the womb, Jeremiah was "formed" to be a prophet <Jer.  1:5>.  

God "formed" locusts as a special visual lesson for Amos <Amos 7:1>; 

The great sea monster, Leviathan, was "formed" to play in the seas <Ps.  

104:26>.  

The concreteness of ancient Hebrew thinking is vividly seen in a statement such 

as this: "I form the light, and create darkness..." <Isa.  45:7>.  

Similarly, the psalmist confessed to God: "...thou hast made summer and 

winter" <Ps.  74:17>.  

God "formed" the spirit of man <Zech.  12:1>, as well as the heart or mind 

of man <Ps.  33:15>.  
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YATSAR  "to form, mold, fashion"

Yatsar is used to express God's "planning" or "preordaining" according to 

His divine purpose <Isa.  22:11; 46:11>.  

Isaiah 22:11   Ye made also a ditch between the two walls for the water 

of the old pool: but ye have not looked unto the maker thereof, neither 

had respect unto him that fashioned it long ago. 

Isaiah 46:11   Calling a ravenous bird from the east, the man that 

executeth my counsel from a far country: yea, I have spoken it, I will 

also bring it to pass; I have purposed it, I will also do it. 

Almost one half of the uses of this word in the Old Testament are found in 

the Book of Isaiah, with God as the subject of most of them.  

His work [yatsar] of shaping, assembling, and forming consists of 

organizing already existing materials into more complex systems, whereas 

The act of creation [bara] is that of speaking into existence something 

whose materials had no previous existence, except in the mind and 

power of God

78

KaBoom

The word "created" here informs us that at this point, the physical 
constituents of the universe were spoken into existence by God.  

BIG BANG

It had no existence prior to this initial primeval creative
act of God.  

God alone is infinite and eternal.   He is omnipotent, 
It was possible for Him to call the universe into being.

He could have created it as a ‘finished’ product – but He did not . . .

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)   [BARA]

the heaven(s) H8064 and the earth. H776
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primeval:

Etymology:  Latin primaevus,

from primus first + aevum age 

primordial

Etymology: Late Latin primordialis,

from Latin primordium origin, 

from primus first + ordiri to begin 

prehistoric

relating to, or existing in times before written / recorded history

Again, just to be clear …

80

The inflationary big bang theory is the most accepted scientific theory of the origin of 
the universe.    All evidence gathered to date supports this theory.     Other theories rely 

upon sets of contradictory and unlikely circumstances or phenomenon.

In the beginning…Day One: 15,750,000,000 to 7,750,000,000 years before the present  
(Gen. 1:1-5) God creates the universe and then separates light (photons) thereby 
leaving darkness.

0 second to 10-43 second from the Beginning (Big Bang)
Only God knows or can know what happened before and during this period of 
time.   We know that at least 10 dimensions of space existed as what science 
calls a “singularity”.   All of the universe-to-be existed as a point of no volume 
and infinite mass.   This is when “Time” as we know it was created and began.

10-43 second, also known as Planck time, from the Beginning (Big Bang) .
This is the point at which gravity, one of the four unified forces, became 
separate from the remaining three forces.

10-36 second from the Beginning (Big Bang).
The strong nuclear force (the force that holds the nuclei of atoms together) 
separated from the other three unified forces.

10-36 to 10-32 second from the Beginning (Big Bang).
Immediately following and triggered by the separation of the strong nuclear 
force, the universe expanded extremely rapidly for this brief period of time.

The Inflationary Big Bang Model
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10-32 to 10-5 second from the Beginning (Big Bang).
The universe is now filled with quarks antiquarks, and electrons. The quarks and 
antiquarks combine and annihilate each other.   Quarks are in excess of 
antiquarks.   The remaining quarks will make up all the matter that exists in the 
universe.

10-12 second from the Beginning (Big Bang).
The final two unified forces split from one another.   Electromagnetism, which 
controls the attraction of negatively and positively charged particles, becomes 
separate from the weak nuclear force, which controls radioactive decay.

10-5 second from the Beginning (Big Bang).
The universe cools to 1,000,000,000,000 K allowing the remaining quarks to 
combine to form protons and neutrons, the building blocks of atomic nuclei.

1 second to 3 minutes from the Beginning (Big Bang).
The universe continues to cool, allowing protons and neutrons to combine to 
form the nuclei of future atoms.

10-32 second to 3000 years from the Beginning (Big Bang).
Electromagnetic energy, produced during the annihilation of quarks and 
antiquarks, dominates the forces of gravity.

The Inflationary Big Bang Model
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3,000 years following the Beginning (Big Bang) to present.
Matter becomes the primary source of gravity.   Matter begins to clump with the 
aid of large amounts of exotic or dark matter.   

This matter interacts weakly with electromagnetic energy, but is able to 
clump with itself through gravity, even during the domination of 
electromagnetic energy.    This process continues today …

300,000 years from the Beginning (Big Bang).
Continued expansion and cooling allow matter and electromagnetic energy to 
decouple.    The nuclei of atoms are able to capture electrons to form complete 
atoms of hydrogen, helium and lithium.

Day 2 … 7,750,000,000 to 3,750,000,000 years before the present   Gen. 1:6 – 8  The 
heavenly firmament forms.

200,000,000 years from the Beginning (Big Bang). Star and Galaxy formation 
begins as matter continues to clump.

10,000,000,000  years from the Beginning (Big Bang).   The sun and solar system 
forms.

Day 3 …  3,750,000,000 to 1,750,000,000 years before the present  Gen. 1:9 – 13   The 
oceans and dry land appear, followed by the first simple plant life. 

11,000,000,000  years from the Beginning (Big Bang). Life begins on earth.

The Inflationary Big Bang Model
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Day 4 …  1,750,000,000 to 750,000,000 years before the present   Gen. 1:14 – 19   The Sun, 
moon and stars become visible in the heavens 

Science:  As the Earth cooled and the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere rose 
through its production by photosynthesis, the atmosphere became transparent.

Day Five …  750,000,000 to 250,000,000 years  before the present   Gen. 1:20 – 23   The 
first multi-cellular animal life flourishes abundantly in the waters, followed by reptiles and 
winged animals.

Science:   With no forewarning by the underlying fossil record, the Cambrian explosion 
of life, 530 million years ago, produced every basic animal body plan extant today as 
the waters swarmed with life.   Winged insects appeared 340,000,000 years ago with 
no hint found in older fossils of their impending arrival.

Day Six: 250,000,000 to approximately 6,000 years before the present   Gen. 1:24 – 31   
The land is populated by animals.    Mammals and then humans appear. 

Science:  A massive extinction decimated life and 90% of animals disappeared from 
the fossil record.   The land was then repopulated with the same basic body plans.   No 
new body plans evolved, although the ecological space was available.  

~16,000,000,000 years from the Beginning (Big Bang)  Jesus Christ conquers sin.

The Inflationary Big Bang Model

Genesis 1:1 - the heaven(s)  H8064

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heaven(s) H8064 and the earth.H776

H8064    heaven    ׁשמה ׁשמים  /

shâmayim /  shâmeh

1) heaven, heavens, sky

1a) visible heavens, sky

1a1) as abode of the stars

1a2) as the visible universe, the 

sky, atmosphere, etc

1b) Heaven (as the abode of God)

SHAMAYIM (pl.), shameh (sing.): 

• visible dome of the sky above and in which the 
clouds move; 

• the realm in which the celestial bodies move; 

• the spiritual realm in which God and the angels 
dwell and operate

with respect to the above definitions, the Hebrews 
referred to the three heavens (cf. 2 Cor. 12:2); 

Total KJV Occurrences: 420

heaven, 289

heavens, 109

air, 21

astrologers, 1

BDB Definitions

Whenever shamayim (pl.) is used with the erets (the earth), as it is in
Gen 1:1, the combination refers to the entire physical universe. 

This would indicate that  - In the beginning God created the
“entire physical universe”  - it’s ‘building material’. 

Not just two, separate, completed, entities within the universe; 
one called ‘the heavens’ and the other called ‘the earth’…

84
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Heavens  shamayim (shaw-mah'-yim)

85

Like Elohim, shamayim is a plural noun.

It is translated either "heaven" or "heavens" depending on the context 

and on whether it is associated with a singular or plural verb.  

It does not necessarily mean the physical stars of heaven, 

• which were first seen (made visible from earth) on the 4th day of 

Creation Week (Genesis 1:16), and 

• which are called the "host" of heaven, not heaven itself (Genesis 2:1).

The word may represent a compound of sham ("there")

and mayim ("water“) 

It can refer either to space in general or to a particular space, just as we 

speak of “Heaven”, “the heavens”, "outer space", "inner space," 

"atmospheric space" and so forth.  

There is no other (known) Hebrew word used in the Bible in the sense of 

“outer space”.   

The use of "heaven“ / “heavens” (shamayim) is everywhere 

consistent with such a concept.

The 3rd Heaven (shamayim)

86

2Co 12:2  I knew a man in Christ above fourteen years ago, 

(whether in the body, I cannot tell; or whether out of the body, I 

cannot tell: God knoweth;) such an one caught up to the third 

heaven.   3  And I knew such a man, (whether in the body, or out 

of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth;)    4  How that he was 

caught up into paradise, and heard unspeakable words, which it 

is not lawful for a man to utter. 

1st heaven:  The earth‟s atmosphere

2nd heaven: Outer space / the Universe

3rd heaven:  The location of God‟s throne
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Genesis 1:1 – earth H776

H776   earth    ארץ 'erets

1) land, earth

1a) earth    1a1) whole earth (as opposed to a part)    

1a2) earth (as opposed to heaven)    1a3) earth 

(inhabitants)

1b) land    1b1) country, territory    1b2) district, region    

1b3) tribal territory    1b4) piece of ground    1b5) 

land of Canaan, Israel    1b6) inhabitants of land    

1b7) Sheol, land without return, (under) world    1b8) 

city (-state)

1c) ground, surface of the earth   1c1) ground   1c2) soil

1d) (in phrases)    1d1) people of the land    1d2) space 

or distance of country (in measurements of distance)    

1d3) level or plain country    1d4) land of the living    

1d5) end(s) of the earth

1e) (almost wholly late in usage)    1e1) lands, countries    

1e1a) often in contrast to Canaan

ERETS: the planet Earth; a land, 
a country, or a continent; lands, 
countries, kingdoms or regions

Total KJV Occurrences: 2502

land, 1509

earth, 712, 

ground, 97

country, 92

countries, 48

lands, 34

world, 4

way, 3

common, 1

field, 1

nations, 1

In the beginningH7225 GodH430 created H1254 (H853)

the heavenH8064 and the earth.H776
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Earth  the component material 

of all the matter (mass) in the universe 

88

Genesis 1:1 must be speaking of the creation of the basic elements of 

matter, which were to be formed, made, and organized into the 

structured earth and later into other material bodies.  

At the time of the beginning – the initial creation:

• there were no planets, stars, or other material bodies in the universe

• nor did any become visible until the 4th day.  

• the earth itself as originally described had no form (Genesis 1:2); 

The Heb: erets and is often also translated either "ground" or "land." 

It can mean either a particular portion of earth 

e.g., the land of Canaan" Genesis 12:5

- Or -

the earth material in general – the dirt, dust, or ground

Let the earth bring forth grass" Genesis 1:11
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Genesis 1:2    And

89

Every verse in Genesis chapter 1 except for verse 1 begins with the 

conjunction   "And" (Hebrew 'waw').

Each verse / statement is sequential and chronologically 

connected to the verses before and after it. 

Verse 1 is not a modifying clause of verse 2.

They are two, separate statements; 

one declarative statement followed by

another second declarative statement.  

Verse 1 is not a preface or a summary of the events described in the 

following verses.

That summary is given in Genesis 2:4: 

“These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth

when they were created ..." 

What was the condition of inert matter as 

represented in verse 2 ?

90

The first verb "was" has sometimes been translated "became." 

Reading as “became” in Genesis 1:2 you get the idea that originally the earth was 
not void and waste, but that some catastrophe took place resulting in that state. 

If true, a period of time must have elapsed between verse 1 and verse 2 

and it must have been long enough to account for the scientific geological 
formation claims and theories and 

long enough for a race men (which others speculate existed) to live and die 
before Adam was created.

It also suggests that the earth as we know it now may not be much older 
than 6,000 year age that tradition places it. 

The word "earth" in this verse must not be understood to mean our globe with its 
land and seas.

The globe we call Earth was not made till the third day.

Here ‘Earth’ is simply inert, unformed matter in general - the cosmic material out of 
which the Holy Spirit organized the whole universe, including the earth of to-day. 
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And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440

of  the waters. H4325

H1961   היה hâyâh

1) to be, become, come to pass, 

exist, happen, fall out

1a) (Qal)

1a1a) to happen, 

fall out, 

occur, 

take place, 

come about, 

come to pass

1a1b) to come about, 

come to pass

1b) to come into being, become

came, 538

come, 136

had, 83

have, 80

been, 77

become, 67

became, 66

wast, 14

am, 7

fell, 7

hath, 6

seem, 6

follow, 4

went, 4

when, 4

being, 3

H1961 היה hâyâh Total KJV Occurrences: 1162

continued, 3

endure, 3

abode, 2

becamest, 2

brought, 2

committed, 2

continue, 2

done, 2

followed, 2

go, 2

hast, 2

received, 2

seemed, 2

accomplished, 1

brake, 1

cause, 1

caused, 1

cometh, 1

conferred, 1

count, 1

did, 1

doing, 1

endured, 1

enjoy, 1

fainted, 1

give, 1

gone, 1

hang, 1

happened, 1

howsoever, 1

keep, 1

lasted, 1

made, 1

marry, 1

pertained, 1

pertaineth, 1

quit, 1

reach, 1

remain, 1

remained, 1

required, 1

take, 1

waited, 1

wear, 1

which, 1

Genesis 1:2 - was H1961
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Hayah: had become (pluperfect form)

Jer 4:23  I beheld H7200 (H853) the earth,H776 and, lo,H2009 it was without 

form,H8414 and void;H922 and the heavens,H8064 and they had noH369

light.H216

24 I beheldH7200 the mountains,H2022 and, lo,H2009 they trembled,H7493 and 

allH3605 the hillsH1389 moved lightly.H7043

25 I beheld,H7200 and, lo,H2009 there was noH369 man,H120 and allH3605 the 

birdsH5775 of the heavensH8064 were fled.H5074

26 I beheld,H7200 and, lo,H2009 the fruitful placeH3759 was a wilderness,H4057

and allH3605 the citiesH5892 thereof were broken downH5422 at the 

presence H4480 H6440 of the LORD,H3068 and by H4480 H6440 his fierceH2740

anger.H639

27 ForH3588 thusH3541 hath the LORDH3068 said,H559 The wholeH3605 landH776

shall beH1961 desolate;H8077 yet will I notH3808 makeH6213 a full end.H3617

28 ForH5921 thisH2063 shall the earthH776 mourn,H56 and the heavensH8064

above H4480 H4605 be black:H6937 because H5921 H3588 I have spokenH1696 it, 

I have purposedH2161 it, and will notH3808 repent,H5162 neitherH3808 will I 

turn backH7725 fromH4480 it. 

Past, Present, or Future
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Is there a „time‟ gap between 

Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2 ???

• When were angels created?   Job 38

• When did Lucifer fall?   Isa 14, Ezek 28

• Did it cause a catastrophic destruction of 
Creation?    Ge 1:2

And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and darkness H2822 was 

upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440 of the waters. H4325

H8414   without form   ּתהּו tôhû

1) formlessness, confusion, unreality, emptiness

1a) formlessness (of primeval earth)

1a1) nothingness, empty space

1b) that which is empty or unreal (of idols) 

(figuratively)

1c) wasteland, wilderness (of solitary places)

1d) place of chaos

1e) vanity

Genesis 1:2 - without form, H8414 and void; H922

BDB Definitions

Total KJV Occurrences: 3

void, 2

emptiness, 1

H922   void   ּבהּו bôhû

1) emptiness, void, waste

Total KJV Occurrences: 24

vain, 4

vanity, 4

confusion, 3

form, 2

nothing, 2

nought, 2

wilderness, 2

without, 2

empty, 1

place, 1

waste, 1

TOHUW: desolated; confused; 
worthless; wasteness; useless;
incapable of being utilized

BOHUW: empty; void; devoid of 
existence; waste

94

[without form, and void] Hebrew: (HSN-8414) (HSN-922), "waste and empty" (Jer 4:23). 

The earth wasn't created tohuw (Isaiah 45:18), but "became" this way because of sin.
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This phrase is, in Hebrew, tohu wavohu, or tohu waw bohu.  

tohu can carry various shades of meaning.

Occurs 24 times in the OT        Translated 12 different ways in the KJV.

Its proper translation depends on the specific context

Gap theory suggests that these words should be translated "ruined and 

desolate," or some such phrase.  

It would then speak of a cataclysmic judgment came on the earth and 

which had left it in a chaotic and ruined condition.

Reconstructionists maintain that God being perfect, would never create the 

universe in a chaotic state.  

Such a state must have come about long after the creation itself, 

probably because of Satan's sin and judgment.  

Paraphrasing Isaiah 45:18, they say it should read that:

"God created not the earth [to be] forever unformed and 

uninhabited, He formed it to be inhabited."

Without form and void

96

The Creative Work of God
Genesis 1 Genesis 2

Creation

accounts

•God the Creator

•Elohim

•The power of God

•Creation of the Universe

•Climaxes with man

•The 6 days of creation

•God the covenant-keeper

•Yahweh

•God as personal

•Creation of man

•Climaxes with marriage

•The 6th day of creation

Genesis 1:2 “without form …”

TOHUW: desolated; confused; 
worthless; wasteness; useless;
incapable of being utilized

“… and void”

BOHUW: empty; void; devoid of 
existence; waste

unpopulated

In the first 3 days, God shaped 

the Universe

Day 1:  space, time, matter, light

Day 2:  water, atmosphere

Day 3:  earth, vegetation  

In the 2nd 3 days, God populated 

the Creation

Day 4:  sun, moon, and stars

Day 5:  sea creatures, birds

Day 6:  land animals, mankind
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If the initial creation was of basic elements rather than of a completed system, then 

conditions in the initial creation were not perfect in the sense that it was 

complete, 

but it they were perfect for that first stage of God's 6-day plan of creation.  

Likewise, the Hebrew word bohu does not connote a desolation, but "emptiness".  

When initially created, the earth had no inhabititants; it was "void." 

"In the beginning [OF TIME] God created the heaven and the earth [space 

and matter], and the space and matter so created was at first unformed 

and uninhabited." 

The created cosmos was a tri-universe of time, space, and matter. 

Initially there were no stars or planets, only the basic matter components of 

the space-matter-time continuum.  

The elements which were to be formed into the planet Earth were at first only 

elements, not yet formed but nevertheless comprising the basic matter -- the 

"dust" of the earth.  

The foundation material is on site !!!

But the cormorantH6893 and the bitternH7090 shall possessH3423 it; 

the owlH3244 also and the ravenH6158 shall dwellH7931 in it: and he 

shall stretch outH5186 uponH5921 it the lineH6957 of confusion,H8414

and the stonesH68 of emptiness.H922

Isa 34:11 – confusion H8414 / emptiness H922

TOHUW H8414: desolated; confused; without form; worthless; 
wasteness; useless; incapable of being utilized

BOHUW H922: empty; void; devoid of existence; waste

Passage speaks of God’s judgment on Idumea.

Note verse 7 speaks of ‘Unicorns’
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And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440 of 

the waters. H4325

H2822   darkness    חׁשך chôshek

1) darkness, obscurity

1a) darkness

1b) secret place

Genesis 1:2 - darkness H2822

BDB Definitions

Total KJV Occurrences: 80

darkness, 70

dark, 7

obscurity, 2

night, 1

99

Exo 10:21  And the LORDH3068

saidH559 untoH413 Moses,H4872 Stretch 

outH5186 thine handH3027 towardH5921

heaven,H8064 that there may beH1961

darknessH2822 overH5921 the landH776 of 

Egypt,H4714 even darknessH2822 which 

may be felt.H4959

An Unnatural Darkness

Complete Obscurity

[darkness] Obscuring the sun and consequent darkness is always a result of 

judgment, never of creation (Genesis 6-8; Exodus 10:21; Jeremiah 4:23; Joel 

2:31; Rev. 6:12; Rev. 8:12; Rev. 9:2; Rev. 16:10).

100

God Himself said: "I form the light, and create darkness...  (Isaiah 45:7).  

The physical universe, though created, was as yet neither formed nor 

energized

Light is a form of energy.

The absence of physical light leaves darkness, 

Just as the absence of form and lacking inhabitants means a universe 

in elemental form, not yet completed. 

No evil is implied in either case, merely incompleteness;

Unfinished business.  

Darkness upon the face of the deep
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And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440

of the waters. H4325

H6440   face   ּפנה ּפנים  / pânı̂ym / pâneh

1) face

1a) face, faces

1b) presence, person

1c) face (of seraphim or cherubim)

1d) face (of animals)

1e) face, surface (of ground)

1f) as adverb of loc/temp

1f1) before and behind, toward, in 

front of, forward, formerly, from 

beforetime, before

1g) with preposition

1g1) in front of, before, to the front of, 

in the presence of, in the face of, at the 

face or front of, from the presence of, 

from before, from before the face of

Genesis 1:2 - the face H6440

BDB Definitions

Total KJV Occurrences: 1977
before, 1178

face, 321

presence, 75

because, 70

faces, 63

sight, 39

countenance, 30

against, 18

open, 13

over, 12

persons, 11

person, 10

reason, 9

fear, 8

forefront, 8

toward, 8

showbread, 7

prospect, 6

at, 4

beforetime, 4

favour, 4

forepart, 4

forward, 4

honourable, 4

anger, 3

meet, 3

off, 3

old, 3

whom, 3

afore, 2

aforetime, 2

front, 2

looketh, 2

looks, 2

seemeth, 2

time, 2

upside, 2

according, 1

appease, 1

attend, 1

beseech, 1

edge, 1

employ, 1

endure, 1

evident, 1

first, 1

form, 1

former, 1

forth, 1

heaviness, 1

himself, 1

impudent, 1

long, 1

look, 1

looked, 1

more, 1

nay, 1

partial, 1

pleaseth, 1

purposed, 1

regard, 1

right, 1

serve, 1

served, 1

state, 1

street, 1

than, 1

themselves, 1

through, 1

till, 1

waited, 1

within, 1
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The word "face" is the Hebrew panim

It is often translated “face“ but it primarily means "presence“

(e.g. "in the face of danger"); 

Genesis 1:2 should likely be translated “presence”, not "face“ or 

“surface” 

That is, darkness dominated everywhere the "deep" was - to 

the very depths of creation‟s limit…

“Where the deep was, darkness was present”

Today we use “deep space” to specify the furthest extents of the 

Universe.

Darkness upon the face of the deep
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And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440 of 

the waters. H4325

Genesis 1:2 - of the deep. H8415

Total KJV Occurrences: 36

deep, 20

depths, 10

depth, 5

deeps, 1

H8415   the deep   ּתהם ּתהום  / tehôm

1) deep, depths, deep places, abyss, the deep, sea

1a) deep (of subterranean waters)

1b) deep, sea, abysses (of sea)

1c) primeval ocean, deep

1d) deep, depth (of river)

1e) abyss, the grave

Here it describes a great expanse and depth of unformed, chaotic, churning 

primordial fluidic substance.

BDB 

Definitions

103

Note:   LXX uses ἀβύσσου (greek)

abussos; the abyss – most commonly understood to 

be the remote prison of demons and evil spirits

104

The "deep" (Hebrew tehom) as used later in scripture refers to the waters 

of the ocean (after they were assembled and formed).

In Genesis 1:2 the earth still had no form; 

The conditions described must refer to the basic material elements 

sustained in a pervasive fluidic/gaseous matrix throughout the far 

reaches of darkness in „deep‟ space.  

[PRIMORDIAL SOUP ??]

The same picture is suggested in 

2 Peter 3:5: "...  The earth standing out of the water and in the water." 

There is a reference to the initial formless condition of this watery 

suspension in Proverbs 8:24, 27: 

"When there were no depths [same word as 'deep'], I was brought forth.  

… when he set a compass upon the face of the depth [or "deep"].”

Darkness upon the face of the deep
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In Proverbs 8, Wisdom is speaking – the work and presence of the Holy Spirit.     

It is a remarkable summary of the work of the Second Person of the Godhead 

on each of the first 3 days of creation.

He existed before there was an "earth" or a "deep" (Prov 8:23-24)

and 

He "set a compass upon the face of the depth [deep]" (Prov 8:27).  

"compass" is the Hebrew chug, which also occurs in:

Isaiah 40:22  "...He sitteth upon the circle of the earth...” and 

Job 22:14 ...He walketh in the circuit of heaven ...“

It is a reference to the earth's sphericity, the solid bodily shape of the Earth 

The Holy Spirit moved and established a frame of reference from which 

directions could be identified and measured

The spherical form from whose surface every other vertical 

measurement is established – Sea Level, North, East, South, West...  

Darkness upon the face of the deep

106

The fact that this "compass" had to be "set" on the face of the deep shows 

that the „face of the deep‟ originally had no such solid form or sphericity

-- it was formless, exactly as stated in Genesis 1:2.  

Elements of matter and molecules of water at some point in the creation 

process were present, but they were not yet energized, collected or retained 

or organized as we experience them today.

The force of gravity was not yet functioning to draw such particles 

together into a coherent mass with a definite form.

The electromagnetic forces were not yet in operation and everything 

was in darkness.  

The physical universe had come into existence, but everything was still and 

dark – obscure, chaotic -- no form, no motion, no light.

Later there was a „firmament‟; a solid, pounded out, a stretched out space.

Still later there was a „circle‟ of the earth – the spherical ball we are all 

so attached to…

Darkness upon the face of the deep
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The 4 forces

Light as created refers to visible light since it was set in contrast to darkness.  

Visible light waves necessarily involve the entire electromagnetic spectrum.   

Ultraviolet light and all the other shortwave length radiations and infrared light 
and the other long wave phenomena were established.

All the types of force and energy which interact in the universe had now been 
activated and set into operation completing the energizing of the physical cosmos.

Nuclear forces maintain the integrity of matter were activated by the Father when He 
created the elements of the space-mass-time continuum

Strong nuclear force holds together the particles of the nucleus of the atom 
(protons = positive charge and neutrons = no charge.  Together called nucleons). 

Weak nuclear force changes protons to neutrons and controls radioactive decay. 

Gravitational force was activated by the Spirit when He brought form, mass, and 
motion to the initially static and formless fluidic components that became matter.

Electromagnetic force which is responsible for the holding and transfer of electrons 
between atoms were activated by the Word when He called light into existence out of 
the darkness.

The physical universe had been created and energized, and was ready for further 
shaping and furnishing in preparation for life and for man, who would be given 

dominion over it by its Creator.

108

Exactly when the „beginning” event of Genesis 1:1 took place cannot be settled 

even through a detailed study of the Bible‟s chronology nor of scientific evidence.

Many great knowledgeable men have labored diligently to compile a complete 

chronology of the Bible but they all disagree with each other.

A list of the difficulties that hinder this work would includes:

(1)  The uncertainty of an accurate interpretations of the numbers originally 

recorded.  The Massoretic, Septuagint, and Samaritan texts all disagree in this 

respect – letters and words were also used for numbers…

(2)  The uncertainty as to whether the length of the ancient calendar year during 

some periods of history.  

(3)  The probability of missing generations in the genealogies of the Old Testament.  

(4) The confusing lists of the durations of the administrations of the various judges 

and kings of Israel and Judah.

(5) The even less satisfactory uncertainty concerning the comparable secular 

chronologies of Egypt and Babylonia.

(6)  The still less satisfactory assumptions and results derived from radiocarbon and 

other physical methods of dating which are misused and routinely pushed 

beyond their own reliability limits.

I‟m so confused…
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Biblical data essentially cluster around the following framework: 

(1)  Genesis 1 gives the time (or at least the sequence) from the creation of the 

universe to the creation of the first man.

(2)  Genesis 5 contains chronological data from time of the first man to the 

great Flood.  

(3)  Genesis 11 summarizes the chronology from the Flood to Abraham, the 

founder of the Hebrew nation.

(4)  The historical books of the Old Testament (especially Genesis, Exodus, 

Numbers, Joshua, Judges, I and 2 Samuel, I and 2 Kings, I and 2 

Chronicles) contain chronological data of the nation of Israel from the time 

of Abraham to the captivities.  

(5)  The chronology of the captivity and restoration is obtained from certain of 

the prophetical books, (especially Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Daniel) and the 

post-captivity historical books (Ezra and Nehemiah).  

(6)  The intertestament period chronology must depend either on secular 

chronology (especially the very questionable Manethan chronology of 

Egypt) or else the chronology implicit in the "seventy weeks" prophecy of 

Daniel 9.

Out on a blind date…

110

The best-known Biblically based chronological system was proposed by 

Archbishop James Ussher (1581-1656) who computed the date of Man‟s 

creation as being 4004 B.C.  

Based on the evidence provided by the Heavens and the Earth this 

Biblical chronology is absurdly too short.  

Note however that the historical chronologies of other ancient nations are 

in the same order of magnitude.  

Until the discovery of radiocarbon dating there was only one reliable way 

of dating events in European prehistory....  

This was by the early records of the great civilizations, which extend 

in some cases as far back as 3,000 B.C....  

The Egyptian king lists go back to the First Dynasty of Egypt, a 

little before 3,000 B.C.  

Before that, there were no written records anywhere.  

Ussher‟ing in a date…
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In addition to Ussher's date of October 4004 B.C. for the creation [of man], 

many other dates have been computed some of which are (all in years BC): 

• Jewish, 3760

• Septuagint, 5270 

• Josephus, 5555

• Kepler, 3993

• Melanchthon, 3964

• Luther, 3961

• Lightfoot, 3960

• Hales, 5402

• Playfair, 4008

• Lipman, 3916

• and others.  

All the above calculations assume the completeness of the 

genealogies in Genesis 5 and 11.  

Many writers have argued that one or more gaps of unknown 

magnitude may be assumed in these lists, especially in Genesis 11.

Out on a Double date…

112

It would seem unreasonable to insert gaps totaling more than about 5,000 

years in the Bible dating chapters without rendering the record irrelevant 

and absurd.  

• The Bible chronology lists will not support a date for the creation of man 

earlier than about 10,000 B.C.  

• Science places the creation of the Universe at 14 Billion years age ± 3 

Billion years.  

• Science says the earth formed to its approximate present state about 

4½  to 6 million years ago.

• „Humanoid' (not human) type remains have been found that can be 

dated back prior to 10,000 years ago.

True scientists do not make the claim that these are early human 

predecessors, only that they were humanoid.  

• Religious and God awareness show up in the archeological record 

(cave paintings, relics, etc.) some 6,000 - 10,000 years ago.

4,000 BC
give or take a few thousands (or billions)
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Many of the early church fathers and other biblical scholars interpreted the 

creation days of Genesis 1 as long periods of time.  

The list includes:

• the Jewish historian Josephus (1st century); 

• Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, apologist, and martyr (2nd century)

• Origen, who rebutted heathen attacks on Christian doctrine (3rd century); 

• Basil (4th century); 

• Augustine (5th century); and, later, 

• Aquinas (13th century), 

to name a few.

This list is significant not only because of the prominence of these individuals 

as biblical scholars, defenders of the faith, and pillars of the early church 

(except Josephus) but also because their scriptural views cannot have been 

shaped to accommodate the popular, secular „scientific‟ opinions of their day 

or ours.

It‟s been a loonnggg day…

Alternative “Day” Thots

• Gap theory
-Long ages between Gen 1:1 and Gen 1:2

-Catastrophic destruction and reconstruction

• Ages Hypothesis
- Days 1-3: no sun/moon

- 7th Day: no “evening and morning”

• Framework Hypothesis
- Disjunction between “literal” and “literary”

Parallelism: initial 3 and last 3

No rain, no plants, etc. Gen 2:5

- Scenario to an Earth bound observer

• Literal 24-hour days     Ex 20:11
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Astronomical, paleontological, and geological 

evidences or the antiquity of the universe, of the 

earth, and of life were not „revealed‟ until the 19th

century when true „scientific methods‟ began to be 

applied and receive serious consideration.

To counter science, several „theories‟ were put 

forward to reconcile past religious doctrines with 

science‟s new facts.

Abbra Cadabbra, Presto, Chango

116

In 1857 Gosse published:

“Omphalos, an Attempt to Untie the Geological Knot”

Gosse maintained that God created the earth and life with the 

APPEARANCE OF AGE- that the creation bore false records 

of a nonexistent past.  

He proposed that God made trees with annual rings for years 

that never existed, the rocks with characteristics that only look 

old, and light from space that really did not start from the 

stars…

The suggestion that God had written a series of cosmic lies on the 

creation hit a sour note with most of Gosse's fellow Christians.

If it looks like a duck, if it walks like a duck, if it 

quacks like a duck…it must be a trick. 

It‟s not really a duck…
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THE APPEARANCE OF AGE THEORIES FORCE GOD INTO THE ROLE OF

• A DECEIVER AT WORST OR

• A TRICKSTER AND THE SOURCE OF CONFUSION AT BEST.  

THIS IS AN UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTERIZATION OF GOD IN EITHER CASE.

IF TRUE, THIS DECEPTION / CONFUSION IS AIMED NOT ONLY AT THE

ENEMY BUT AT ALL GOD‟S CREATION

- BELIEVERS AND UNBELIEVERS ALIKE. 

It looks like a duck,

It walks like a duck,

It quacks like a duck…

Fooled „ya – it‟s not a duck !!!

1Co 14:33  For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, ….

Joh 8:44  Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye 

will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the 

truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he 

speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.

118

Reconstructionism is a doctrinal system combining Puritan beliefs about law, 

politics, and biblical endtime events with Cornelius Van Til's theory (called 

"presuppositionalism") 

Presuppositionalism said that all human reasoning and interpretation of 

scientific evidence must be subordinated to a "biblical" interpretation of reality.  

• The Bible's account of the chronology of creation points to an illusion…

• The seeming age of the stars is an illusion.  

• Either the constancy of the speed of light is an illusion, 

or the size of the universe is an illusion, 

or else the physical events that we hypothesize to explain the visible 

changes in light or radiation are false inferences. 

Basically:  “Somethin‟ ain‟t right, but we don‟t know what… “

Reconstruction:  It‟s all done with mirrors…
Rebuilding creation doctrine to save doctrine

Gravity / Light / Quantum Physics / etc have the same problem
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8  All the words of my mouth are in righteousness;

there is nothing froward H6617 or perverse H6141 in them. 

9 They are all plain H5228 to him that understandeth, 

10 and right to them that find knowledge.

H6617   ּפתל pâthal

1) to twist

1a) (Niphal)

1a1) to be twisted

1a2) to wrestle

1b) (Hithpael) to be twisted

H5228   נכח nâkôach

1) straight, right, straightness, be 

in front of

Proverbs 8:8-9

The “GAP” Theory
Is the gap between the days or between our ears ???

• Originally suggested by Thomas Chalmers, 1814

• Supported by: 
G. H. Pember
D. G. Barnhouse,
G. Campbell Morgan
A. Custance,
Et al…

• Highly speculative – yet it seems to link with inferences in other Bible 
passages

• Often, it is misapplied and is taken beyond its level of support

The Gap Theory cannot be used to support the existence or the 
extinction of dinosaurs or ‘cavemen’.   

Coming between verse 1 and 2, the Earth and Universe had not 
yet been formed.   There was no earth as yet for cavemen or 
dinosaurs to live upon…
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The GAP THEORY says that the primeval creation of Genesis 1:1 took place 

billions of years ago.

All the geological ages were inserted in a tremendous undocumented time 

“gap” between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2.

The theory hangs on the word translated “was” actually meaning “became”.

Gen 1:2 is believed by GAP Theorists to describe the condition of the earth 

after great cataclysms (asteroids, floods, etc.) ended these „prehistoric‟ 

geological eras and the earth were sent into upheavel.  

This cataclysm, which left the earth in darkness and covered with water, (an 

undocumented universal flood - not the flood in Noah‟s day) is explained as 

being a divine judgment because of the sin of Satan in his rebellion against 

God.  

Following the cataclysm, God then "re-created" the world in the 6 literal 24 hour 

days as described in Genesis 1:3-31 about 6,000 years ago.

This „theory‟ has also been called the "ruin-and-reconstruction theory" and the 

"pre-Adamic cataclysm theory.”

The “GAP” Theory
The devil made me do it…

122

One in Lucifer's day

(Genesis 1:2; Isaiah 14:12-14; 

Jeremiah 4:23-26; 2 Peter 3:5-7)

Two universal floods on earth ??

Lucifer's Flood

1. Earth made waste (Genesis 1:2; 

Jeremiah 4:23) 

2. Earth made empty (Genesis 1:2; 

Jeremiah 4:23) 

3. Earth made totally dark (Genesis 

1:2; Jeremiah 4:23) 

4. No light from heaven (Genesis 

1:2; Jeremiah 4:23) 

5. No days (Genesis 1:2-5) 

6. All vegetation destroyed (Genesis 

1:2-12; Genesis 8:11-12, 22)

Noah's Flood 

1. Not made waste (Genesis 8:11-

12,22)  

2. Not made empty (Genesis 6:17-

22; Genesis 8:16) 

3. Not made totally dark (Genesis 

8:6-22) 

4. Light from heaven (Genesis 8:6-

22)

5. Days (Genesis 8:1-22) 

6. Vegetation left (Jeremiah 4:23-

26)

Noah's

(Genesis 6:11-8:14). 
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Two universal floods on earth ??

Lucifer's Flood

7. No abating of waters off the earth 

(Genesis 1:6-12) 

8. Waters taken off earth in one day 

(Genesis 1:10) 

9. Waters removed supernaturally 

(Genesis 1:6-12)

10. God rebuked the waters 

(Genesis 1:6-12; Psalm 104:7)

11. Waters left quickly (Psalm 

104:7) 

12. God set bound for waters 

(Psalm 104:9) 

13. All fish killed because sun 

withheld (Genesis 1:2,20-23; 

Jeremiah 4:23-26)

Noah's Flood 

7. Continual abating of waters off 

earth (Genesis 8:1-14)

8. Months abating off earth (Genesis 

8:1-14) 

9. Waters removed naturally 

(Genesis 8:1-14) 

10. No rebuke of the waters 

(Genesis 8:1-14) 

11. Waters gradually receded 

(Genesis 8:1-14)  

12. Bounds already set (Genesis 

1:6-12; Genesis 8:2) 

13. No fish killed, only land animals 

(Genesis 6:18-8:22)

124

Two universal floods on earth ??
Lucifer's Flood

14. No fowl left (Genesis 1:20; 

Jeremiah 4:23-26) 

15. No animals left (Genesis 1:24-

25; Genesis 2:19) 

16. No man left (Genesis 1:26-28; 

Jeremiah 4:23-26) 

17. No social system left (2 Peter 

3:6; Jeremiah 4:23-26) 

18. No ark to save life (Jeremiah 

4:23-26; 2 Peter 3:6-7) 

19. Cause: fall of Satan (Isaiah 

14:12-14; Jeremiah 4:23-26;  

Ezekiel 28:11-17; Luke 10:18) 

20. Result: necessary to make new 

fish, fowl, animals, man, 

vegetation (Genesis 1:3-2:25)

Noah's Flood 

14. Fowls preserved (Genesis 6:20; 

Genesis 8:17

15. Animals preserved (Genesis 

6:20; Genesis 8:17) 

16. Eight people saved (Genesis 

6:18)

17. A social system left (Genesis 

6:18; Genesis 8:22; 2 Peter 2:5)  

18. An ark made to save life 

(Genesis 6:14-22; 1 Peter 3:20)  

19. Cause: wickedness of man and 

fallen angels (Genesis 6:1-13) 

20. Result: no new creations made, 

for all things were preserved 

(Genesis 6:18-8:22)
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Psalm 104:20-30
[20]  Thou makest darkness, and it is night: wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep 

forth. 

[21]  The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from God. [carnivores]

[22]  The sun ariseth, they gather themselves together, and lay them down in their dens. 

[23]  Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the evening. 

[24] O Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made them all: the earth is 

full of thy riches. 

[25] So is this great and wide sea, wherein are things creeping innumerable, both small 

and great beasts. 

[26] There go the ships: there is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to play therein. 

[Job 41]

[27] These wait all upon thee; that thou mayest give them their meat in due season. 

[28] That thou givest them they gather: 

thou openest thine hand, they are filled with good. 

[29] Thou hidest thy face, they are troubled: [extinctions ???]

thou takest away their breath, they die, and return to their dust. 

[30] Thou sendest forth thy spirit,  [Gen 1:2 ??]

they are created: and thou renewest the face of the earth. 

Leviathan  Job 41

126
Job 41:1  "Can you pull in the leviathan with a fishhook or tie down his tongue 

with a rope?

[If Job did not know what a leviathan was, this would be meaningless to him]

2  Can you put a cord through his nose or pierce his jaw with a hook? 

3  Will he keep begging you for mercy? Will he speak to you with gentle words? 

4  Will he make an agreement with you for you to take him as your slave for life? 

5  Can you make a pet of him like a bird or put him on a leash for your girls? 

6  Will traders barter for him? Will they divide him up among the merchants? 

7  Can you fill his hide with harpoons or his head with fishing spears? 

8  If you lay a hand on him, you will remember the struggle and never do it again! 

9  Any hope of subduing him is false; the mere sight of him is overpowering. 

10  No one is fierce enough to rouse him. Who then is able to stand against me? 

11  Who has a claim against me that I must pay? 

Everything under heaven belongs to me. 

12  "I will not fail to speak of his limbs, his strength and his graceful form. 

13  Who can strip off his outer coat? Who would approach him with a bridle? 

14  Who dares open the doors of his mouth, ringed about with his fearsome teeth? 

15  His back has rows of shields tightly sealed together; each is so close to the next 

that no air can pass between. 

17  They are joined fast to one another; they cling together and cannot be parted. 
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Leviathan  Job 41
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Job 41:18  His snorting throws out flashes of light; his eyes are like the rays of dawn. 

19  Firebrands stream from his mouth; sparks of fire shoot out. 

20  Smoke pours from his nostrils as from a boiling pot over a fire of reeds. 

21  His breath sets coals ablaze, and flames dart from his mouth. 

22  Strength resides in his neck; dismay goes before him. 

23  The folds of his flesh are tightly joined; they are firm and immovable. 

24  His chest is hard as rock, hard as a lower millstone. 

25  When he rises up, the mighty are terrified; they retreat before his thrashing. 

26  The sword that reaches him has no effect, 

nor does the spear or the dart or the javelin. 

27  Iron he treats like straw and bronze like rotten wood. 

28  Arrows do not make him flee; slingstones are like chaff to him. 

29  A club seems to him but a piece of straw; he laughs at the rattling of the lance. 

30  His undersides are jagged potsherds, 

leaving a trail in the mud like a threshing sledge. 

31  He makes the depths churn like a boiling caldron and 

stirs up the sea like a pot of ointment. 

32  Behind him he leaves a glistening wake; one would think the deep had white hair. 

33  Nothing on earth is his equal— a creature without fear. 

34  He looks down on all that are haughty; he is king over all that are proud." 

Behemoth Job 40

128
Job 40:15  "Look at the behemoth, 

which I made along withH5973 you and 

which feeds on grass like an ox. 

16 What strength he has in his loins, 

what power in the muscles of his belly! 

17 His tail sways like a cedar; 

the sinews of his thighs are close-knit. 

18 His bones are tubes of bronze, his limbs like rods of iron. 

19  He ranks first among the works of God, yet his Maker can approach 

him with his sword. 

20  The hills bring him their produce, and all the wild animals play 

nearby. 

21 Under the lotus plants he lies, hidden among the reeds in the marsh. 

22 The lotuses conceal him in their shadow; the poplars by the stream 

surround him. 

23 When the river rages, he is not alarmed; he is secure, though the 

Jordan should surge against his mouth. 

24 Can anyone capture him by the eyes, or trap him and pierce his nose? 

H5973 With    ע ם  ִ

‛im: 

A preposition used to 

indicate something done 

together or in common 

with .   It ties separate 

things together
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The scientific system of geological ages or eras is based on the assumption of 

uniformitarianism:     the belief that physical processes and constants always 

functioned in the past essentially as they do in the present day.

Fossils speak of a world in which suffering, disease, and death (often violent, 

widespread death) were universal realities much like today‟s,   [PS 104:21]

The world that was then contained sharks, jellyfish, dragonflies, cockroaches, 

turtles, crocodiles, bats and beavers -- as well as dinosaurs and gliptodons and 

other animals now extinct.  

2 Pet 3:4  And saying, Where is the promise of his coming?  for since the fathers fell 

asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation. 

5  For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of 

old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: 

6 Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished:  

7 But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, 

reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men. 

Which flood is Peter referring to?  The flood of Noah’s time or a flood his readers knew nothing about…

If „all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation‟, then they existed 

prior to Adam and his sin and prior to the sin of Satan…

This then indicates that suffering and death existed for the time, whether days or 

billions of years, before the sin of Satan and the subsequent sin of Adam.

Death and taxes -- Some things never change! 

130

Gen 1:1 – 1:2   Extinctions

• Asteroid hits

• Volcanoes / Earthquakes

• Ice Ages

• Floods

• Etc.

A single Gap cataclysm during or prior to the „6 days‟ or 

Events over the „billions of years‟ of time as God formed and 

built and created His Universe ???

Remember it is far less important that your opinion be accepted as 

‘correct’ than for the kingdom of God to continue to be built, formed, 

and created.    It’s not worth beating up your brother over this…
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Gen 1:1 – Original Creation

Gen 1:1-2 cataclysm - Lucifer‟s fall

Gen 1:3-32 – God‟s Re-creation

Gen 2-3 cataclysm - Adam‟s sin

Gen 6 – Sons of God/daughters of men

Gen 7:12-23 cataclysm – Flood in Noah‟s day

Gen 8:15-9:17 - Repopulated

Gen 11 cataclysm – Confusion of tongues

1 Chron 1:19 – Earth divided

|

Rev  21 – New Heaven / New Earth

Déjà vu all over again…

Rom 5:12  Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world G2889, and death by 

sin; and so death passed upon all men….

1 Cor. 15:21    For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of 

the dead. 
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3 kinds of death in Scripture: (Eph 2:5)

1] Physical death - the separation of the inner man 

from the body (Jas 2:26)

2] Spiritual death  - separation from God because of 

sin (Isa. 59:2; Mt. 8:22; Col. 2:13; 1 Tim 5:6)

3] Eternal death  - eternal separation from God 

because man chooses to remain separated from 

God in sin (Mt 10:28; 25:41-46: Rev 2:11;14:9-11; 

20:11-15; 21:8, 22:15, Isa 66:22-24).  

This is called the second death or second separation 

from God (Rev 2:11; 20:14; 21:8)

The word death as applied to man in Scripture means 

separation from or a cutting off from realizing God's 

purpose for which man was created.

It never ever means annihilation or extinction of being.  

One can logically substitute the word separation for 

death in every scripture where it is used.

The Bible says that death came into the world when 

Adam brought sin into the world (Ro 5:12, 1 Cor 15:21)

But…which form of death is it referring to…

G2889  κόσμος kosmos

1) an apt and harmonious arrangement or 

constitution, order, government

2) ornament, decoration, adornment, i.e. the 

arrangement of the stars, ‘the heavenly hosts’, as 

the ornament of the heavens. 1Pe 3:3

3) the world, the universe

4) the circle of the earth, the earth

5) the inhabitants of the earth, men, the human 

family

6) the ungodly multitude; the whole mass of men 

alienated from God, and therefore hostile to 

the cause of Christ

7) world affairs, the aggregate of things earthly

7a) the whole circle of earthly goods, 

endowments riches, advantages, pleasures, 

etc, which although hollow and frail and 

fleeting, stir desire, seduce from God and are 

obstacles to the cause of Christ

8) any aggregate or general collection of particulars 

of any sort

8a) the Gentiles as contrasted to the Jews (Rom 

11:12 etc)

8b) of believers only, Joh 1:29; Joh 3:16-17; Joh

6:33; Joh 12:47 1Co 4:9; 2Co 5:19
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It addition to „death to the Law there is:

Physical death

Physical death is the separation of the inner man from the outer man; from the 

body.  The body only dies at this time and goes back to dust (Gen 3:19; Jas 2:26); 

the soul and spirit separate from the body.

Spiritual death the cause of eventual physical and eternal death unless we are „born again‟

Spiritual death is separation of man from God because of sin.   It is the condition of 

all who are born.

One can be spiritually dead and can still be alive physically (Mt 8:22, Col 2:14; 

1 Tim 5:6).  

One can be dead physically and still alive in hell, conscious in the soul and 

spirit or the inner man.

The spirit and soul are immortal and are either dead in sins or in possession of 

eternal life in Christ at the time of physical death.  

In either case, they continue in consciousness whether in heaven or hell (1 Pet 

3:4; Lk 12:5; Lk 16:23)

Second death: Eternal death

The second death means the second and eternal separation from God in the lake of 

fire (Rev 2:11; 20:6, 14; 21:8)

Physical, Spiritual, Eternal

134
Born once  Die twice

Born twice  Die once

Spiritual birth

“Born Again”

Physical death

Physical birth

Spiritually dead

Rapture

Resurrection

Eternal death

Judgment

Eternal life

Reward
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Everyone who lives long enough, dies physically.

The penalty for sin cannot be physical death or every man, when 

they die, would be justified in the sight of God – penalty paid !!

Once the penalty for sin is paid, God could not punish the 

sinner any further.  

If physical death where the wages of sin, then physically 

dying would be the means of justification and the door to 

heaven – each mans payment for his sin.

But this cannot not be, since Scripture tells us that some who die 

physically will be saved and others will be lost;    

Dan 12:2  And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall 

awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting 

contempt.

The penalty for sin cannot be physical death.

Ro 3:23   …wages of sin is death…   Ro 6:23

What death?    Physical death ??

136

The penalty for sin could not be spiritual death, 

Separation from God is the result or sin.   

Everyone who is born is born „Spiritually dead‟ already.  

Resurrection from spiritual death

The resurrection of man from spiritual death or separation from God takes 

place 

• When one is saved from death in trespasses and sins (Eph 2:1-10), 

• When he is born again (Jn 3:1-8), 

• When he is made a new creature in Christ (2 Cor 5:17-18), and 

• When he is fully reconciled to God through Christ (Eph 2:12-16; Col  

1:20-22; 2:6-13; 2 Cor 5:14-29)

Ro 3:23   …wages of sin is death…   Ro 6:23

What death?    Spiritual death ??
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The real penalty for sin is eternal death; 

Eternal separation from God. 

Eternal death is the penalty for those who are still 

spiritually dead when they die physically 

– or –

When we are all called to stand before God at the end 

of this creation…  Rev 19:20-20:6, 20:10-15

The wages of sin   Rom 6:23; Eph 2:1-9

You must be born again … John 3:5-7

Penalty for sin  Eternal death;

Eternal separation from God

138

It is highly probable that another act of creation took place on or before the 1st day.  

Sometime prior to the 3rd day of creation, a multitude of angels had been created.

They were present when the "foundations of the earth" were laid 

- a reference to the establishment of solid land surfaces on the earth    

(Job 38:4-7).

They could not have existed before the creation of the physical universe.  

- Their sphere of operation is in this universe and 

- Their very purpose is to minister to the "heirs of salvation" (Heb 1:14)

Angels are sometimes called the "host of heaven”.

They could not have been created before the existence of heaven.

Psalm 104:2-5 says that angels were made as spirits after the materialization of 

God's light - arrayed presence in the stretched out heavens, but prior to the laying 

of the solid foundations of the land.  

Although angels are not mentioned at this point in Genesis, their spiritual 

presence as observers, fascinated at the remaining acts of creation and 

formation, is referenced elsewhere in God‟s word.

1Pe 1:12, Heb 12:1, Heb 1:14 

You didn‟t tell me about that …
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Angels witnessed the “foundation of the earth”

Job 38:4  Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the 

earth? declare, if thou hast understanding. 

5  Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? or 

who hath stretched the line upon it? 

6  Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? or who 

laid the corner stone thereof; 

7  When the morning stars sang together, 

and all the sons of God shouted for joy? 

Morning Stars  biblical reference to 

angels; God‟s messenger(s)

• Job 38:7;

• Isa 14:12;

• 2Pe 1:19;

• Rev 2:28;

• Rev 22:16;

Sons of God  Created directly by 

God; no other „father‟

1. Angels

2. Adam

3. Jesus, the Christ

4. The „Church‟ – the Born Again
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Ps 104:1-5
Chronological or just a random 

list of actions ??

[1] Bless the Lord, O my soul. O 

Lord my God, 

thou art very great; thou art 

clothed with honour and majesty. 

[2] Who coverest thyself with light 

as with a garment: 

who stretchest out the heavens 

like a curtain:

[3] Who layeth the beams of his 

chambers in the waters: 

who maketh the clouds his 

chariot: 

who walketh upon the wings of 

the wind:   

[4] Who maketh H6213 his angels 

spirits; his ministers a flaming fire: 

[5] Who laid the foundations of 

the earth, that it should not be 

removed for ever. 

[Gen 1:1] In the beginning God created the 

heaven and the earth.

[2] And the earth was without form, and 

void; 

and darkness was upon the face of the 

deep. 

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face 

of the waters. 

[3] And God said, Let there be light: and 

there was light. [4] And God saw the light, 

that it was good: 

and God divided the light from the 

darkness….Day One

[6] And God said, Let there be a firmament 

in the midst of the waters, 

and let it divide the waters from the waters. 

[7] And God made the firmament, and 

divided the waters which were under the 

firmament from the waters which were 

above the firmament: and it was so. 

=== Angels created ?? ===

[9] And God said, Let the waters under the 

heaven be gathered together unto one 

place, and 

let the dry land appear: and it was so.

H6213 עׂשה

‛âśâh

to fashion,

to accomplish,

to make

to produce

to do

to work

to deal (with)

to act, 

to effect

to prepare

to attend to,

to put in order

to observe, celebrate

to acquire (property)

to appoint, 

to ordain,

to institute

to bring about

to use

to spend, pass
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Eze 28:1  THE WORD of the Lord came again to me, saying, 

2  Son of man, say to the prince of Tyre, Thus says the Lord God: Because your heart is lifted up 

and you have said and thought, I am a god, I sit in the seat of the gods, in the heart of the 

seas; yet you are only man [weak, feeble, made of earth] and not God, though you imagine 

yourself to be almost more than mortal with your mind as the mind of God; 

3  Indeed, you are [imagining yourself] wiser than Daniel; there is no secret [you think] that is 

hidden from you; 

4  With your own wisdom and with your own understanding you have gotten you riches and 

power and have brought gold and silver into your treasuries; 

5  By your great wisdom and by your traffic you have increased your riches and power, and your 

heart is proud and lifted up because of your wealth; 

6  Therefore thus says the Lord God: Because you have imagined your mind as the mind of God 

[having thoughts and purposes suitable only to God Himself], [Obad. 3.] 

7  Behold therefore, I am bringing strangers upon you, the most terrible of the nations, and they 

shall draw their swords against the beauty of your wisdom [O Tyre], and they shall defile 

your splendor. 

8  They shall bring you down to the pit [of destruction] and you shall die the [many] deaths of all 

the Tyrians that are slain in the heart of the seas. 

9  Will you still say, I am a god, before him who slays you? But you are only a man [made of 

earth] and no god in the hand of him who wounds and profanes you. 

10  You shall die the death of the uncircumcised by the hand of strangers, for I have spoken it, 

says the Lord God. 

Prince of Tyre (Ruler of Lebanon):

I have a message for you from God

142

Eze 28:11  Moreover, the word of the Lord came to me, saying, 

12  Son of man, take up a lamentation over the king of Tyre and say to him, Thus says the Lord God: You are 

the full measure and pattern of exactness [giving the finishing touch to all that constitutes completeness], 

full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. 

13  You were in Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone was your covering, the carnelian, topaz, 

jasper, chrysolite, beryl, onyx, sapphire, carbuncle, and emerald; and your settings and your sockets and 

engravings were wrought in gold. On the day that you were created they were prepared. [Gen. 3:14, 15; 

Isa. 14:12-15; Matt. 16:23.] 

14  You were the anointed cherub that covers with overshadowing [wings], and I set you so. You were upon 

the holy mountain of God; you walked up and down in the midst of the stones of fire [like the paved work 

of gleaming sapphire stone upon which the God of Israel walked on Mount Sinai]. [Exod. 24:10.] 

15  You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created until iniquity and guilt were found in 

you. 

16  Through the abundance of your commerce you were filled with lawlessness and violence, and you sinned; 

therefore I cast you out as a profane thing from the mountain of God and the guardian cherub drove you 

out from the midst of the stones of fire. 

17  Your heart was proud and lifted up because of your beauty; you corrupted your wisdom for the sake of 

your splendor. I cast you to the ground; I lay you before kings, that they might gaze at you. 

18  You have profaned your sanctuaries by the multitude of your iniquities and the enormity of your guilt, by 

the unrighteousness of your trade. Therefore I have brought forth a fire from your midst; it has consumed 

you, and I have reduced you to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all who looked at you. 

19  All who know you among the people are astonished and appalled at you; you have come to a horrible end 

and shall never return to being. [Isa. 23; Joel 3:4-8; Amos 1:9, 10; Zech. 9:3, 4.]

King of Tyre (Lucifer):

I have a message for you from God
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Satan
Chief Angel in charge…

His Origin, Agenda, and Destiny

Eze 28:12-13  Son of man, take up a lamentation upon the king of Tyrus, 

and say unto him, Thus saith the Lord GOD; 

Thou sealest up the sum, 

full of wisdom, and 

perfect in beauty.  

[13] Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God; 

every precious stone was thy covering, 

the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the 

jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold: 

the workmanship of thy tabrets and of thy pipes was prepared in thee 

in the day that thou wast created. 

Tamborines / Drums Flutes / Wind instruments

Eze 28:14-15  

Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth H5526; 

and I have set thee so: 

thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; 

thou hast walked up and down 

in the midst of the stones of fire. 
[15] Thou wast perfect in thy ways 

from the day that thou wast created, 

till iniquity was found H4672 in thee.

The anointed Cherub … until

H4672   found   מצא mâtsâ’  maw-tsaw‘

to come forth to, 

that is, appear or exist; 

to attain, 

that is, find or acquire; 

to occur, meet or be present: 

be able, to befall, 

H5526  covereth סכך/ׂשכך sâkak/śâkak

to hedge, fence about, shut in

to protect, to block, overshadow, screen, stop the 

approach, shut off, cover, to be a protector 

(participle)

to cover, lay over

to weave together

Building materials
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Eze 28:16  By the multitude of thy merchandise they have filled 

the midst of thee with violence, and 

thou hast sinned: 

therefore I will cast thee as profane out of the mountain of God: 

and 

I will destroy thee, 

O covering cherub, from the midst of the stones of fire. 

17  Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, 

thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness: 

I will cast thee to the ground, 

I will lay thee before kings, that they may behold thee. 

Pride – replacing the Creator with 

the created
Marketing / Trade

Literal of Figurative:

Note:  Pagan religions / superstitions 

relative to mountains of their gods; hole 

ground – the dwelling place of their gods

Eze 28:18  Thou hast defiled thy sanctuaries 

by the multitude of thine iniquities, 

by the iniquity of thy traffick; 

therefore will I bring forth a fire from the midst of thee, 

it shall devour thee, and 

I will bring thee to ashes upon the earth in the sight of 

all them that behold thee. 

19  All they that know thee among the people shall be 

astonished at thee: 

thou shalt be a terror, and never shalt thou be any more. 

Pro 16:18  Pride goeth before destruction, and 

an haughty spirit before a fall. 

Separated Place / Position

Same as Merchandise in vere 16
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Eze 28:20  Again the word of the Lord came to me, 

saying,  21  Son of man, set your face toward 

Sidon and prophesy against her.  22  And say, 

Thus says the Lord God: 

Behold, I am against you, O Sidon, and 

I will show forth My glory and 

be glorified in the midst of you. 

And they shall know (understand and realize) that 

I am the Lord when I execute judgments and 

punishments in her, and am set apart and 

separated and My holiness is manifested in her. 

23  For I will send pestilence into her and 

blood into her streets, and 

the wounded shall be judged and fall by the sword 

in the midst of her on every side, 

and they shall know (understand and realize) that 

I am the Lord [the Sovereign Ruler, Who calls 

forth loyalty and obedient service]. 

Syria: I have a message for you from God

148

Eze 28:24  And there shall be no more a brier to prick the house of Israel 

or a hurting thorn of all those around them who have treated them with contempt, 

and they shall know (understand and realize) that I am the Lord God [the 

Sovereign Ruler, Who calls forth loyalty and obedient service]. 

25  Thus says the Lord God: 

When I gather the house of Israel from the peoples among whom they are 

scattered, and 

I shall be set apart and separated and 

My holiness made apparent in them in the sight of the nations, 

then shall they dwell in their own land which I gave to My servant Jacob. 

26  And they shall dwell safely in it and 

shall build houses and plant vineyards; 

yes, they shall dwell securely and with confidence 

when I have executed judgments and punishments upon all those round about 

them who have despised and trodden upon them and pushed them away, and 

they shall know (understand and realize) that I am the Lord their God [their 

Sovereign Ruler, Who calls forth loyalty and obedient service]. 

Israel: I have a message for you from God
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Isa 14:9-20   Hell below was in an uproar to meet thee at thy coming, it 

stirred up the giants for thee. All the princes of the earth are risen up 

from their thrones, all the princes of nations. 

10  All shall answer, and say to thee: Thou also art wounded as well as we, 

thou art become like unto us. 

11 Thy pride is brought down to hell, thy carcass is fallen down: under 

thee shall the moth be strewed, and worms shall be thy covering. 

12 How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst rise in the 

morning? how art thou fallen to the earth, that didst wound the 

nations? 

13 And thou saidst in thy heart: 

I will ascend into heaven, 

I will exalt my throne above the stars of God, 

I will sit in the mountain of the covenant, in the sides of the north. 

14  I will ascend above the height of the clouds, 

I will be like the most High. 

Gloom, despair, and agony on thee…

Isa 14:15  But yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, into the depth of 

the pit. 

16 They that shall see thee, shall turn toward thee, and behold thee. Is 

this the man that troubled the earth, that shook kingdoms, 

17 That made the world a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof, 

that opened not the prison to his prisoners? 

18 All the kings of the nations have all of them slept in glory, every one 

in his own house. 

19 But thou art cast out of thy grave, as an unprofitable branch 

defiled, and wrapped up among them that were slain by the sword, 

and art gone down to the bottom of the pit, as a rotten carcass. 

20  Thou shalt not keep company with them, even in burial: for thou 

hast destroyed thy land, thou hast slain thy people: the seed of the 

wicked shall not be named for ever. 

Gloom, despair, and agony on thee…
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Gen 1:2  Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the 

surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters

Jn16:7  I tell you the truth: It is for your good that I am going away.    

What ???  WHY ???
Unless I go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if I go,

I will send him to you.

When Jesus walked the earth, 
he was one man, 

dwelling in one place, 
Close to only one small group of people at any given time.

Rom 8:11  And if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead is living in you, he 

who raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through 

his Spirit, who lives in you. 

The Holy Spirit is God not only with us but God IN us, 
each of us, all of us, 

all at the same moment, 
empowering, teaching, leading and guiding 

every single one of us.

152The self same person of God – the Holy Spirit – who energized 

creation at the beginning of time, the same person of God who 

raised Jesus from the dead, is dwelling in us !!!

Romans 8
Ro 8:9   But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be 

that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man have 

not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his. 

Ro 8:14  For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they 

are the sons of God. 

Ro 8:16  The Spirit itself beareth witness with our Spirit, 

that we are the children of God: 
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Romans 8

26 Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: 

for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: 

• but the Spirit Himself maketh intercession for us 

with groanings which cannot be uttered. 

27 And he that searcheth the hearts 

knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, 

• because he maketh intercession for the saints 

according to the will of God. 

28 And we know that all things work together for good 

to them that love God, 

to them who are the called 

according to his purpose. 

23 Jesus answered and said unto him, 

If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love 

him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him. 

24 He that loveth me not keepeth not my sayings: 

and the word which ye hear is not mine, but the Father's which sent me. 

25   These things have I spoken unto you, being yet present with you. 

26 But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, 

whom the Father will send in my name, 

• he shall teach you all things, and 

• bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have 

said unto you. 

27 Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world 

giveth, give I unto you. 

Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.

John 14
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7  Nevertheless I tell you the truth; It is expedient for you that I go away: 

for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; 

but if I depart, I will send him unto you. 

8  And when he is come, he will 

• reprove the world of sin, and 

• of righteousness, and 

• of judgment: 

9  Of sin, because they believe not on me; 

10  Of righteousness, because I go to my Father, and ye see me no 

more; 

11  Of judgment, because the prince of this world is judged. 

12  I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. 

13  Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will 

• guide you into all truth: 

for he shall not speak of himself; 

but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak: and 

• he will shew you things to come. 

• 14  He shall glorify me: 

for he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you. 

15  All things that the Father hath are mine: 

therefore said I, that he shall take of mine, and shall shew it unto you. 

John 16

156

7  Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common 
good.   
8  To one there is given through the Spirit the message of wisdom, to another 
the message of knowledge by means of the same Spirit,  
9  to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that one 
Spirit,  
10  to another miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another 
distinguishing between spirits, to another speaking in different kinds of 
tongues, and to still another the interpretation of tongues.  
11 All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he gives them to 
each one, just as he determines.  
12  The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though all its 
parts are many, they form one body. So it is with Christ.  
13  For we were all baptized by one Spirit into one body—whether Jews or 
Greeks, slave or free—and we were all given the one Spirit to drink. 

1 Corinthians 12
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Gen 1:2  Now the earth was formless and empty, 
darkness was over the surface of the deep, 

and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters

Eph 3:16  That he would grant you, according to the riches of his 
glory, to be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner man; 

Jn 15:26  When the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you 
from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, ... he shall testify of me.

1Co 3:16  Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the 
Spirit of God dwelleth in you? 

Eph 5:18  Be filled with the Spirit.

The self same person of God – the Holy Spirit – who energized 
creation at the beginning of time, the same person of God who 

raised Jesus from the dead, is dwelling in us !!!
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Live by Faith Love like Jesus Learn to Serve

Believers 

CHURCH
Participating

Spectators
CELL GROUPS
Relationships
Involvement

PERSONAL
Transformation

Commitment
ONE TO ONE
Evangelism

Reproducing

Disciples 

Loving each other
John 15:12 

Loving God
Matt 22:37 

Loving our neighbors
Matt 22:39

Loving in deeds
1 John 2:5; 3:18

• Relating to God

• Gaining knowledge

• Training

• Learning the What

• Relating to the World

•Gaining wisdom
• Transforming / Using

• Learning When & Where

• Relating to other Christians

• Gaining understanding

• Mentoring

• Learning Why & How

1Tim 1:5 …the goal of our instruction 
is love from a pure heart 

and a clear conscience 
and a real faith.

Servants 

What do you know…
All knowledge is derived from 

sources outside ourselves.
… tree of knowledge of Good 

and Evil  Gen 2:17   

Jas 1:5  But if any of you lacks 
wisdom, let him ask of God, 
who gives to all generously 

and without reproach, and it 
will be given to him. 

2Ti 2:15  Study to shew
thyself approved unto God, a 
workman that needeth not 

to be ashamed, rightly 
dividing the word of truth. 
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Proverbs 8

1 Does not wisdom call, And understanding lift up her voice? 

2 On top of the heights beside the way, Where the paths meet, she takes her stand; 

2 Beside the gates, at the opening to the city, At the entrance of the doors, she cries 

out: 

4 To you, O men, I call, And my voice is to the sons of men. 

5 O naive ones, understand prudence; And, O fools, understand wisdom. 

6 Listen, for I will speak noble things; And the opening of my lips will reveal right 

things. 

7 For my mouth will utter truth; And wickedness is an abomination to my lips. 

8 All the utterances of my mouth are in righteousness; There is nothing crooked or 

perverted in them. 

9 They are all straightforward to him who understands, And right to those who find 

knowledge. 

10 Take my instruction and not silver, And knowledge rather than choicest gold. 

11 For wisdom is better than jewels; And all desirable things cannot compare with her. 

12 I, wisdom, dwell with prudence, And I find knowledge and discretion. 

13 The fear of the LORD is to hate evil; Pride and arrogance and the evil way And the 

perverted mouth, I hate. 

Jas 1:5  But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to 
all generously and without reproach, and it will be given to him. 
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Proverbs 8

26 While He had not yet made the earth and the fields, 

Nor the first dust of the world. 

27 When He established the heavens, I was there, 

When He inscribed a circle on the face of the deep, 

28  When He made firm the skies above, 

When the springs of the deep became fixed

29 When He set for the sea its boundary So that the water would not transgress 

His command, When He marked out the foundations of the earth; 

30 Then I was beside Him, as a master workman; And I was daily His delight, 

Rejoicing always before Him, 

31 Rejoicing in the world, His earth, And having my delight in the sons of men. 

32 Now therefore, O sons, listen to me, For blessed are they who keep my ways. 

33 Heed instruction and be wise, And do not neglect it. 

34 Blessed is the man who listens to me, Watching daily at my gates, Waiting at my 

doorposts. 

35 For he who finds me finds life And obtains favor from the LORD. 

36 But he who sins against me injures himself; All those who hate me love death." 

Jas 1:5  But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to 
all generously and without reproach, and it will be given to him. 

Day 1: Gen 1:1-5

2nd Day: Gen 1:6-8

3rd Day: Gen 1:9-13
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Proverbs 8

14 Counsel is mine and sound wisdom; I am understanding, power is mine. 

15 By me kings reign, And rulers decree justice. 

16 By me princes rule, and nobles, All who judge rightly. 

17 I love those who love me; And those who diligently seek me will find me. 

18 Riches and honor are with me, Enduring wealth and righteousness. 

19 My fruit is better than gold, even pure gold, And my yield better than choicest silver. 

20 I walk in the way of righteousness, In the midst of the paths of justice, 

21 To endow those who love me with wealth, That I may fill their treasuries. 

22 The LORD possessed me at the beginning of His way, Before His works of 

old. 

23 From everlasting I was established, From the beginning, from the earliest 

times of the earth. 

24 When there were no depths I was brought forth, When there were no springs 

abounding with water. 

25 Before the mountains were settled, Before the hills I was brought forth; 

Jas 1:5  But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to 
all generously and without reproach, and it will be given to him. 

Day 1: Gen 1:1-5

2nd Day: Gen 1:6-8

3rd Day: Gen 1:9-13

… And the Spirit H7307 of God H430

moved H7363 upon H5921

the face H6440 of the waters. H4325

Genesis 1:2 - Spirit H7307

BDB Definitions

Total KJV Occurrences: 3

fluttereth, 1

moved, 1

shake, 1

H7307   רּוח rûach

1) wind, breath, mind, spirit

1a) breath

1b) wind   

1b1) of heaven

1b2) quarter (of wind), side

1b3) breath of air

1b4) air, gas

1b5) vain, empty thing

1c) spirit (as that which breathes quickly in 

animation or agitation)

1c1) spirit, animation, vivacity, vigour

1c2) courage

1c3) temper, anger

1c4) impatience, patience

1c5) spirit, disposition (as troubled, bitter, 

discontented)

1c6) disposition (of various kinds), 

unaccountable or uncontrollable impulse

1c7) prophetic spirit

1d) spirit (of the living, breathing being in man and 

animals)

1d1) as gift, preserved by God, God’s spirit, departing 

at death, disembodied being

1e) spirit (as seat of emotion)

1e1) desire    1e2) sorrow, trouble

1f) spirit

1f1) as seat or organ of mental acts    1f2) rarely of the 

will     1f3) as seat especially of moral character

1g) Spirit of God, the third person of the triune God, the 

Holy Spirit, coequal, coeternal with the Father and the Son

1g1) as inspiring ecstatic state of prophecy

1g2) as impelling prophet to utter instruction or 

warning

1g3) imparting warlike energy and executive and 

administrative power

1g4) as endowing men with various gifts

1g5) as energy of life

1g6) as manifest in the Shekinah glory

1g7) never referred to as a depersonalized force

Total KJV Occurrences: 379
spirit, 227
wind, 82
breath, 27
winds, 11
mind, 6
side, 5

spirits, 5
blast, 4
vain, 2
air, 1
anger, 1
cool, 1

courage, 1
quarters, 1
sides, 1
spiritual, 1
tempest, 1
whirlwind, 1
windy, 1

162

G4151  πνεῦμα pneuma
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The word "Spirit" is the Hebrew ruach, which is also the word for "wind" and 

"breath"

The context determines which is the correct meaning of a word in any 

given instance.  

In Genesis 1:2, the creative activity requires the person of God 

Himself, not a wind

The universe was everywhere in need of activation – beginning what we call 

natural, physical processes and laws that govern our universe.

God had created the „stuff‟ He would use to form and shape the Universe as 

we know it, but it lacked „energy‟;

There was no power available in the early unformed and void universe to 

cause it to function according to the rules (natural / physical laws) God 

would put into it.

• The hardware was there but needed to be assembled.

• The software had been written but needed to be loaded.

• The power source was present but the universe had not yet 

plugged into it.

The Spirit of God moved

And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415

And the Spirit H7307 of God H430 moved H7363 upon H5921 the face H6440

of the waters. H4325

Genesis 1:2 - moved H7363 / waters. H4325

Total KJV Occurrences: 3

fluttereth, 1

moved, 1

shake, 1

H7363   moved   רחף râchaph

1) (Qal) to grow soft, relax

2) (Piel) to hover

RACHAPH: to brood over, cherishing 
and vivifying; to be tenderly affected; 

to be moved

H4325   waters   מים mayim

1) water, waters

1a) water

1b) water of the feet, urine

1c) of danger, violence, transitory things, 

refreshment (figuratively)

164

Are these ‘waters’ like the water we drink, use to wash, 

that we swim in, and that falls as rain upon us ???

-Or –

Is it representative of a churning, fluidic like mass that the writer used ‘water’ to describe ??? 

Total KJV Occurrences: 578

water, 305

waters, 267

watersprings, 2

washing, 1

watercourse, 1

waterflood, 1

watering, 1
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This powering up activity of the Holy Spirit is called “the Spirit of God moving" 

upon the presence of the “waters”.  

The word "moved" (Hebrew rachaph) occurs only three times in the Old 

Testament, 

the other two are translated "shake" (Jeremiah 23:9)

and "fluttereth" (Deuteronomy 32:11), respectively. 

Some commentators relate the word to the hovering activity of a mother hen 

over her chicks.  

The idea seems to be mainly that of a rapid back and forth motion - vibration.  

In modern scientific terminology, the best translation would be "vibrated”

All electro-magnetic waves vibrate across the physical energy spectrum.

(Amplitude / Frequency)

The Spirit of God moved

166

If the universe is to be energized, there must be an Energizer.  

If it is to be placed into motion, there must be a Prime Mover.

It is significant that the transmission of energy in the operations of the cosmos is in 

the form of waves 

-- micro waves, light waves, heat waves, sound waves, and so forth.  

Except for the nuclear forces which are involved in the structure of matter itself, 

there are only two fundamental types of forces that operate on matter 

-- the gravitational forces and 

-- the forces of the electromagnetic spectrum.  

All are associated with "fields" of activity and with transmission by wave and 

particle motion.  

Waves are typically rapid back and forth movements and they are normally 

produced by the vibratory motion of a wave generator of some kind.  

The Energizer…the mover is here

Total KJV Occurrences: 3

fluttereth, 1   moved, 1   shake, 1

H7363   moved   רחף râchaph

1) (Qal) to grow soft, relax

2) (Piel) to hover

RACHAPH: to brood over, cherishing 
and vivifying; to be tenderly affected; 

to be moved
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• "Moved upon"  brooded over as a bird on its nest.

It means to flutter or vibrate …  to energize, to bring motion to.

"Waters" as used here does not mean the oceans and seas as we know them, 
but the gaseous fluidic condition of matter before it was formed, shaped, 
gathered together, streched, and separated throughout the firmament.

Ps 104: 3  Who layeth the beams of his chambers [upper rooms] in the waters: 

who maketh the clouds his chariot: who walketh upon the wings of the wind:   

• The Spirit of God moved "upon" the waters, and not "inside of" 
them. God is a personal Being separate from and outside of His work.

The Spirit of God ‘injected’ Himself into His creation.
He was not an ‘energy’ coming out from the created ‘stuff’.
The Energizer did not come out from within creation.
As the Creator, outside of and separate from His, He injected 

energy into the thus far ‘dead’ creation.

"And the Spirit of God moved upon the 
face of the waters

168

This term describes what was called "the face of the deep." 

Again, the word "face" means "presence,”

The thought is that the unformed fluidic substance (waters), 

the building materials (stones of fire) 

that were in existence but that were not yet built or formed. 

The “waters” were essentially a "presence" stuff rather than that stuff being 

formed into a cohesive body(ies).  

Strong's # 4325 mayim (mah'-yim); dual of a primitive noun (but used in a 

singular sense); water; figuratively, juice; by euphemism, urine, semen:  

[That from which life springs…which carries the seed of life]

The universe had been called into existence by the Creator 

but it had not yet been charged with energy and set in motion.

The primordial universe was waiting 

for the energizing action of the Spirit of God and 

the activating power of the Word of God.

Genesis 1:2       And the earth was without form, and void; 

and darkness was upon the face of the deep. 

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. 
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Energy cannot create itself.

The first impartation of energy into the universe is described as the "vibrating" 

movement of the Spirit; the breath of God Himself.  

As the outflowing energy from God's Spirit began to flow into the Universe 

(expanding the Universe), permeating into and across the cosmos, 

Solid Mass began to form - Gravitational forces were activated

Atoms formed molecules –

Water and earth particles came together to form a great sphere moving 

through space.  

The circle of the Earth was „inscribed‟ within the fluidic mass of 

formless building materials.

Other such „energized‟ particles would soon come together also to form the sun, 

moon, planets, stars, and galaxies throughout the universe according to the 

physical laws God had established and planned.

There was now a "compass" on the face of the deep, and the formless earth 

had assumed the form of a sphere.   Instead of a formless void there were now 

objects and points from which direction, a compass, could be established.

It was now ready for light and heat and other forms of enlivening energy.  

The Law of the conservation of Energy  Mass  Energy…

170

There is another "moving" of the Spirit of God 

mentioned in the Bible.

"For the prophecy came not in old time by the 

will of man: but holy men of God spake as 

they were moved by the Holy Spirit“

2 Peter 1:21

The word "moved" used in 2 Peter 1:21, is the 

Greek phero, which is the same word used by the 

Septuagint for "moved" in Genesis 1:2.

[SEPTUAGINT = THE GREEK TRANSLATION OF THE OLD

TESTAMENT SCRIPTURES CIRA. 270 B.C.]

That was so moving…

G5342   υέρω pherō ̄

to carry some burden

to bear with one’s self

to move by bearing; move or, to 

be conveyed or borne, with the 

suggestion of force or speed

of persons borne in a ship 

over the sea

of a gust of wind, to rush

of the mind, to be moved 

inwardly, prompted

to bear up, i.e. uphold (keep 

from falling)

of Christ, the preserver of the 

universe

to endure, to endure the rigour of a 

thing, to bear patiently one’s 

conduct, or spare one (abstain 

from punishing or destroying)

to bring, bring to, bring forward

to move to, apply

to bring in by announcing, to 

announce

to bear, i.e. bring forth, produce; 

to bring forward in a speech

to lead, conduct
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Most Bible commentaries place the point of view for Genesis 1:1 out in the heavens, 

looking down on the earth.

Genesis 1:2 places the point of view over the waters – the fluid “building material” 

from which solid mass was formed and energy was released.

"The Spirit of God was hovering over the surface [presence] of the waters.“

Genesis 1:2       And the earth was without form, and void; 

and darkness was upon the face of the deep. 

And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. 

The Hebrew verb, rachaph, connotes "brooding" or “to give or bring life to; animate; 

to make more lively, intense, or striking; enliven " 

Depending upon where you identify the specific point of view,

the term „Mayim‟ (waters) may imply that the formation of the first primitive 

life-forms actually took place in the ocean waters.

The observation point – the specific point of view of the observer, the narrator must 

be considered when interpreting what the Scriptural account says and means and to 

who it should correctly be applied…

Knowledge  Understanding Wisdom
Facts  Learning  Application and use

Specific point of view

172

Genesis 1:2 states for us three initial conditions of planet earth:

1. It was dark.

2. The earth was formless and disorganized.

3. The earth was void or empty.

According to the Bible the Earth, in its initial state 

was unfit to support life and was literally empty of life.

This condition permeated the universe before the Holy Spirit energized 

creation (photons separated out from the newly forming atoms).

The many delicately balanced conditions necessary to support life on the 

earth were not yet available to enable the earth to support advanced life.

Note:  Today, as we begin to explore the „deep‟ of the oceans, we are 

discovering many life forms, plant and animal, that exist without light.

There are also many plants which exist but which do not need direct 

sunlight to survive or to function.

Initial conditions
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The Creative Work of God

Genesis 1:2

“without form …”

TOHUW: desolated; confused; 
worthless; wasteness; useless;

incapable of being utilized

“… and void”

BOHUW: empty; void; devoid of 
existence; waste
unpopulated

In the first 3 days,

God shaped, formed the Universe

Day 1:  space, time, matter, light

Day 2:  water, atmosphere

Day 3:  earth, vegetation  

In the 2nd 3 days,

God filled, populated the Creation

Day 4:  sun, moon, and stars

Day 5:  sea creatures, birds

Day 6:  land animals, mankind

Creation, rightly understood, ALWAYS glorifies God.

174

With the point of view and initial conditions established, what once seemed baffling or 

incorrect now is comprehensible and demonstrably accurate. 

Day 1.creation of the physical universe (space, time, matter, energy) separating 

light from dark – day / night

2nd day.    separating and forming the expanse (firmament, galaxies, stars, planets, 

etc.) – heavens

mass above gathered and separated from the mass of the earth

3rd day.    continent(s) and ocean(s) – dry land (earth on the Earth) and seas

formation of a stable water cycle

production of plants on the continent(s)

4th day.    transformation of the atmosphere from translucent to transparent (formed 

and placed the Sun, Moon, and stars in the firmament for signs)

5th day.    formation of minute creatures in the waters

creation of higher sea animals (nephesh)

creation of birds (nephesh)

6th day.    creation of higher land mammals (wild mammals, mammals that can be 

domesticated, and rodents - still more nephesh)

creation of mankind (adam)

This is in perfect accord with the findings and assumptions of modern science.  

Order of creation events
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If Moses were given a random list of the events, the odds that he could have 

guessed the correct order of the 12 or so general creation events are:

1 in 12x11x10x9x8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1 or 1 chance in 479,001,600.

Clearly, Moses was inspired by God to write as he did.  

The narrator of these events was God Himself.

The recorder of the events, Moses, lived some 3,500 years ago, and he was 

writing not only for the people of his time and culture but for all people of all 

times and cultures.  

Use of the simplest possible but yet descriptive and understandable 

terms (especially for the people of Moses‟ day) was essential.  

The purpose of the account is to document as general summary what God 

did and to record the various demonstrations of God's miraculous acts and 

power in forming the earth and populating it with life.

Only the highlights, those events most important for achieving God's 

final goals, are included – not detailed explanations of the how or when.  

As a result, dinosaurs, for example, receive no special mention.

Who could have guessed ?

And God H430 said, H559

Let there be H1961 light: H216

and there was H1961 light. H216

Genesis 1:3 – said  H559

H559    said   אמר 'âmar

1) to say, speak, utter

1a) to say, to answer, to say in one’s 

heart, to think, to command, to 

promise, to intend

1b) to be told, to be said, to be called

1c) to boast, to act proudly

1d) to avow, to avouch

H559      אמר 'âmar

Total KJV Occurrences: 5307

said, 2776

saying, 915

saith, 581

say, 567

spake, 110

answered, 90

speak, 47

tell, 30

commanded, 25

saidst, 20

sayest, 18

spoken, 15

told, 13

answer, 9

thought, 9

speaketh, 7

bade, 6

bid, 6

promised, 5

called, 4

commandeth, 3

think, 3

appointed, 2

avouched, 2

call, 2

command, 2

commandment, 2

intend, 2

name, 2

purpose, 2

reported, 2

termed, 2

appoint, 1

bidden, 1

boast, 1

certified, 1

challengeth, 1

charged, 1

commune, 1

consider, 1

declared, 1

demanded, 1

desired, 1

desireth, 1

determined, 1

expressly, 1

intendest, 1

named, 1

plainly, 1

promisedst, 1

published, 1

requirest, 1

spakest, 1

suppose, 1

talked, 1

thinking, 1

use, 1

uttereth, 1

verily, 1

yet, 1
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"God said," is used 10 times: at the 

beginning of each day; third day twice; 

sixth day four times (Genesis 1:3, 6, 9, 

11, 14, 20, 24, 26, 28, 29).
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By the word of the Lord were the heavens made; 
and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth.  

[7] He gathereth the waters of the sea together as an heap: 
he layeth up the depth in storehouses.  

[8] Let all the earth fear the Lord: 
let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of him.  

[9] For he spake, and it was (done); 
he commanded, and it stood fast. 

On the natural plane of things vibration is light or produces light, which 
illustrates the relation between the moving of the Spirit upon inert matter 
and the effect it produced. 

When God spoke it was by His Spirit, His breath, His exhaling wind –
by His words and commands spoken things were energized causing 
specific actions to begin, to be made and formed and to be completed 
and stand fast – being declared good upon their completion…

Ps. 33:6-9

178

On the authority of God‟s Word

How powerful is it for us to have God‟s authority to study, know, 

speak, and use His word in our life and world?

Heb 1:3  Who being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his 

person, and upholding all things by the word of his power, when he had by himself 

purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high;

1Jn 5:14  And this is the confidence that we have in him, that, if we ask any thing 

according to his will, he heareth us:

Eph 3:20  Now unto him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we 

ask or think, according to the power that worketh in us,

1Pe 3:10  For he that will love life, and see good days, let him refrain his tongue 

from evil, and his lips that they speak no guile:

Jas 1:26  If any man among you seem to be religious, and bridleth not his tongue, 

but deceiveth his own heart, this man's religion is vain.

Mat 15:11  Not that which goeth into the mouth defileth a man; but that which 

cometh out of the mouth, this defileth a man.

Luk 6:45  A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which 

is good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth that 

which is evil: for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh.
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Verse 3 is the first record of God speaking in the Bible.  

Gen 1:3 And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.  (KJV)

The Father is the source of all things (verse 1), 

The Spirit is the energizer of all things (verse 2), 

The Word is the revealer of all things (verse 3).

"For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath 

shined in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of 

God in the face of Jesus Christ" (2 Corinthians 4:6).  

Jesus Christ, 

the living Word of God (John 1:1, 14) 

is the "light of the world” (John 8:12), and 

"in him is no darkness at all" (1 John 1:5).

When light appeared, "God divided the light from the darkness.”

Photons separated from the other early universal atomic particles and for 

the first time, light was…

The Word of God brings light! 

180

Genesis 1:3 And God H430 [Elohim] said, H559

God the Father – determined it

God the Son – the Word – commanded it

God the Holy Spirit – the breath of God – moved

And it was so…

The singular form of this word ’elôah (H433) 

occurs only in poetry (Psa_50:22; Isa_44:8).

The shortened form of the word is ’ēl (H410).
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"Let" is used 14 times in Genesis 1
It is used 1,497 times elsewhere in Scripture.

In no case is an original creative act implied. 

In each case the sense of the use of “LET” is:  

“allow it to be”, “stop restraining”,  “agree”, or “make it happen”

It expresses permission and purpose in connection with already existing things.

Compare the use of "let" in;   Genesis 13:8; Genesis 18:4; Genesis 24:14-18; Matthew 7:4; 
Matthew 13:30; Matthew 27:22; John 14:1; Philip. 2:5

“Let” is used as a command or an order or a plea to 
allow or set something free

that had previously been restrained or held back.

Question:   Who is restraining / holding back light ?
To whom is God speaking when He orders them to ‘Let’ there be light ???

"Let" Defined

And God H430 said, H559

Let there be H1961 light: H216 and there was H1961 light. H216
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Genesis 1:3 – light H216

Total KJV Occurrences: 133

light, 126

bright, 1

clear, 1

day, 1

lightning, 1

lights, 1

morning, 1

sun, 1

And God H430 said, H559

Let there be H1961 light: H216

and there was H1961 light. H216

H216    light    אור 'ôr
1) light

1a) light of day

1b) light of heavenly luminaries (moon, 

sun, stars)

1c) day-break, dawn, morning light

1d) daylight

1e) lightning

1f) light of lamp

1g) light of life

1h) light of prosperity

1i) light of instruction

1j) light of face (figuratively)

1k) Jehovah as Israel’s light

BDB Definitions

Plasma condition of the Universe 
following the ‘Big Bang’  

Photons separate from Plasma leaving 
Protons and Electrons to combine and 
form matter – H / He  ???

183

Let there be H1961 = same word as 

‘was’ / ‘became’ used in verse 2

The Nature of Physical Matter

4 States of Matter

Chaos

Order

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Universe was no longer without form but was fit 

for the introduction of higher „mobile‟ life forms  

- to no longer be void.

Evening
Formless

Disorder

Void

Empty

Formed

Order

Filled

Structured

Morning

Gen 1:1  In the beginning God created the heavens 
and the earth.   2  The earth was formless and void, 
and darkness was over the surface of the deep, 

and the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of 
the waters.   3  Then God said, "Let there be light"; and 
there was light. 

6  Then God said, "Let there be an expanse in the midst of the 
waters, and let it separate the waters from the waters."   

7  God made the expanse, and separated the waters which 
were below the expanse from the waters which were above 
the expanse; and it was so. 

9  Then God said, "Let the waters below the heavens be 
gathered into one place, and let the dry land appear"; and it 
was so.  10  God called the dry land earth, and the gathering 
of the waters He called seas; and God saw that it was good. 

11  Then God said, "Let the earth sprout vegetation, 
plants yielding seed, and fruit trees on the earth bearing 
fruit after their kind with seed in them"; and it was so. 

Plasma

Gas

Liquid

Solid
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And God H430 saw H7200 (H853) the light, H216 that H3588 it was good: H2896

and God H430 divided H914 H996 the light H216 from H996 the darkness. H2822

Genesis 1:4 - saw H7200 (H853)

H7200   ראה râ'âh saw

1) to see, look at, inspect, perceive, consider

1a) (Qal)

1a1) to see  1a2) to see, perceive  1a3) to see, have 

vision   1a4) to look at, see, regard, look after, see 

after, learn about, observe, watch, look upon, look 

out, find out   1a5) to see, observe, consider, look 

at, give attention to, discern, distinguish    1a6) to 

look at, gaze at

1b) (Niphal)

1b1) to appear, present oneself    1b2) to be seen    

1b3) to be visible

1c) (Pual) to be seen

1d) (Hiphil)

1d1) to cause to see, show    1d2) to cause to look 

intently at, behold, cause to gaze at   

1e) (Hophal)

1e1) to be caused to see, be shown    1e2) to be 

exhibited to

1f) (Hithpael) to look at each other, face

Total KJV Occurrences: 1308

see, 351

saw, 306

seen, 162

behold, 57

looked, 55

look, 53

appeared, 39

showed, 37

seest, 27

seeth, 27

show, 27

appear, 24

beheld, 23

consider, 15

seeing, 11

seer, 10

sawest, 6

spied, 5

considered, 4

enjoy, 4

looketh, 4

perceived, 4

respect, 4

appeareth, 3

lo, 3

showeth, 3

beholdeth, 2

beholding, 2

considereth, 2

foreseeth, 2

heed, 2

provide, 2

provided, 2

regarded, 2

spy, 2

take, 2

advise, 1

approveth, 1

considerest, 1

discern, 1

espied, 1

experience, 1

gaze, 1

mark, 1

meet, 1

near, 1

perceive, 1

presented, 1

regard, 1

regardeth, 1

respecteth, 1

seemeth, 1

seer’s, 1

seers, 1

showedst, 1

sight, 1

stare, 1

thinketh, 1

view, 1

visions, 1

BDB Definitions

185

"God saw," 7 times (Genesis 1:4, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 31)   looked at; inspected

And God H430 saw H7200 (H853) the light, H216 that H3588 it was good: H2896

and God H430 divided H914 H996 the light H216 from H996 the darkness. H2822

Genesis 1:4 - that H3588

H3588    that    ּכי kı̂y

1) that, for, because, when, as though, as, because 

that, but, then, certainly, except, surely, since

1a) that

1a1) yea, indeed

1b) when (of time)

1b1) when, if, though (with a concessive force)

1c) because, since (causal connection)

1d) but (after negative)

1e) that if, for if, indeed if, for though, but if

1f) but rather, but

1g) except that

1h) only, nevertheless

1i) surely

1j) that is

1k) but if

1l) for though

1m) forasmuch as, for therefore

Total KJV Occurrences: 1120

because, 460

when, 245

if, 166

surely, 58

though, 48

yet, 15

save, 14

how, 11

yea, 10

except, 9

seeing, 9

although, 8

even, 7

nevertheless, 5

whereas, 5

much, 4

assuredly, 3

else, 3

now, 3

than, 3

until, 3

while, 3

forasmuch, 2

so, 2

then, 2

therefore, 2

unless, 2

whether, 2

certainly, 1

doubtless, 1

either, 1

inasmuch, 1

more, 1

rightly, 1

since, 1

thus, 1

till, 1

truly, 1

truth, 1

what, 1

wherefore, 1

which, 1

whom, 1

whose, 1
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And God H430 saw H7200 (H853) the light, H216 that H3588 it was good: H2896

and God H430 divided H914 H996 the light H216 from H996 the darkness. H2822

Genesis 1:4 - good: H2896

BDB Definitions

H2896    good     טוב ṭôb

1) good, pleasant, agreeable (adjective)

1a) pleasant, agreeable (to the senses)    1b) 

pleasant (to the higher nature)    1c) good, 

excellent (of its kind)    1d) good, rich, valuable 

in estimation    1e) good, appropriate, becoming    

1f) better (comparative)    1g) glad, happy, 

prosperous (of man’s sensuous nature)    1h) 

good understanding (of man’s intellectual 

nature)    1i) good, kind, benign    1j) good, 

right (ethical)

2) a good thing, benefit, welfare (noun masculine)

2a) welfare, prosperity, happiness    2b) good 

things (collective)    2c) good, benefit    2d) 

moral good

3) welfare, benefit, good things (noun feminine)

3a) welfare, prosperity, happiness    3b) good 

things (collective)    3c) bounty

Total KJV Occurrences: 566

good, 365

better, 75

well, 20

goodness, 16

goodly, 11

best, 8

fair, 8

merry, 7

prosperity, 6

precious, 4

pleaseth, 3

wealth, 3

beautiful, 2

fairer, 2

favour, 2

fine, 2

glad, 2

goodliest, 2

goods, 2

kindly, 2

liketh, 2

pleasant, 2

please, 2

pleasure, 2

bountiful, 1

cheerful, 1

ease, 1

goodlier, 1

graciously, 1

joyful, 1

kind, 1

kindness, 1

loving, 1

most, 1

pleased, 1

pleasing, 1

ready, 1

sweet, 1

welfare, 1

wellfavoured, 1

187

good, fine, beautiful    Used 7 times (Genesis 1:4,10,12,18,21,25,31) 

188

… God saw that it was good.
When God looked at the finished ‘light’ He saw it was good !!

Had He looked away during its creation / formation ?? 
Was there a chance that it would not be good ??

– or –
Was there a chance it would not be good enough to suit God’s purpose and 

intent ???

The wording almost makes it sound as if He looked around and decided to 
make light.

He had assembled the ingredients (like baking a cake).
Placed the batter in the oven in the right proportions,
Started the process (set the oven temperature), and 

Then waited while the baking process took place.
Finally, when the necessary baking time had lapsed.  He came back to see if 

the cake had risen and finished baking and
determined if it was good enough to suit His intended purposes.
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And God H430 saw H7200 (H853) the light, H216 that H3588 it was good: H2896

and God H430 divided H914 H996 the light H216 from H996 the darkness. H2822

Genesis 1:4 - divided H914 H996 / from H996

BDB Definitions

H914    divided    ּבדל bâdal

1) to divide, separate

1a) (Hiphil)

1a1) to divide, separate, sever

1a2) to separate, set apart

1a3) to make a distinction, difference

1a4) to divide into parts

1b) (Niphal)

1b1) to separate oneself from

1b2) to withdraw from

1b3) to separate oneself unto

1b4) to be separated

1b5) to be excluded

1b6) to be set apart

H996    from    ּבין bêyn

1) between, among, in the midst of 

(with other preps), from between

Total KJV Occurrences: 39

separated, 17

separate, 7

divide, 6

difference, 3

divided, 2

severed, 2

separation, 1

sever, 1

Total KJV Occurrences: 261

between, 196

among, 33

betwixt, 14

at, 11

whether, 4

asunder, 1

once, 1

within, 1

189

God Separated Light from Dark  Ge 1:4

Light and dark are not 2 unique entities or are they???

Where light is present it certainly overpowers darkness.

• To make something darker, 

you do not add „darkness‟, 

you remove / block / separate it from the „light‟.

• To illuminate something,  make it brighter,

you do not remove „dark‟, 

you increase / expose it to the „light‟

If you separate / block the light, darkness results…

There are cases however, where physical darkness overpowers physical light –

Exo_10:21-23;  Rev 16:10

Gen 1:3  Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light.    [Plasma]

Gen 1:4  God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light 

from the darkness. [Photons from Plasma:  Protons/Electrons separated from Plasma 
go ‘dark, combine and form atoms – matter having mass]

Gen 1:5  God called the light day, and the darkness He called night. 

And there was evening and there was morning, one day. 

190
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Dividing light from the darkness.

191

We add or reduce light – the absence of light is darkness. 

When the universe was young, very shortly after the beginning, it was so hot 
that light and dark were actually mixed together in what's called a plasma. 

As the universe expanded and the heat that was held in the plasma 
became more and more dilute. 

Because the universe was getting bigger, it was also getting cooler. 

Having the same amount of heat in this larger volume caused a lower 
temperature as this volume expanded.   

The plasma cooled to the point where Electrons bound themselves around 
Protons - atoms (mass) formed - and light (Photons) broke free.

Literally, light (photon -energy) separated from darkness (plasma - mass). 

plasma is a gaslike state in which particles are ionized. 

an ion is an unstable atomic state where the total number of electrons 

is not equal to the total number of protons in its atomic level structure

Plasma - Photons

192

Plasma is a gaslike state in which particles are ionized. 

An ion is an unstable atomic state where the total number of electrons is not equal to the total number of protons in its 

atomic level structure

The photon is an elementary particle, despite the fact that it has no mass. 

The photon has no electric charge.

Photons are electrically neutral and are one of the rare particles that are identical to their antiparticle, the antiphoton. 

The photon does not decay spontaneously in empty space. 

It cannot decay on its own, although the energy of the photon can transfer (or be created) upon interaction with other 

particles. 

Photons are emitted in many natural processes. 

For example, when a charge is accelerated it emits synchrotron radiation. 

During a molecular, atomic or nuclear transition to a lower energy level, photons of various energy will be emitted, 

from infrared light to gamma rays. 

A photon can also be emitted when a particle and its corresponding antiparticle are annihilated (for example, electron-

positron annihilation).

When a photon is absorbed by an electron, it is completely destroyed. 

All its energy is imparted to the electron, which instantly jumps to a new energy level. 

The photon itself ceases to be. 

The opposite happens when an electron emits a photon. 

The photon is not selected from a "well" of photons living in the atom; it is created instantaneously out of the vacuum. 

The electron in the high energy level is instantly converted into a lower energy-level electron and a photon. 

There is no in-between state where the photon is being constructed. It instantly pops into existance. 

The universe must put the extra energy somewhere, and because electrons in atoms are electromagnetic phenomena, a photon 

is born with the required energy. 

In a weak-force interaction, say the decay of a neutron, that energy goes into a neutrino particle which is also 

instantaneously created. Each force has its own carrier particles, and knows how to make them. 
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Other examples:

Hot and cold are not 2 unique entities.  

One is the absence of the other…

To make something colder, 

you do not add cold, you remove heat. 

To make something hotter, 

you add heat, you do not remove cold.

If you separate / remove the heat, cold results…

• Air / Vacuum

• Strength / Weakness

• Good / Evil

• Righteousness / Unrighteousness

• Obedience / Sin

• Love / Apathy > Commitment to…

• Faith (Fear) / Doubt > Confidence in…

• Hope / Despair  > Expectation of…

• Patience / Wavering > Consistency during…

193

And God H430 saw H7200 (H853) the light, H216 that H3588 it was good: H2896

and God H430 divided H914 H996 the light H216 from H996 the darkness. H2822

Genesis 1:4 - darkness. H2822

Total KJV Occurrences: 80

darkness, 70

dark, 7

obscurity, 2

night, 1

Darkness  created (bara)     Light  formed, molded, fashioned (yatsar)
Light was added to the Darkness  Light overcomes, drives out darkness…

Darkness was created when Light was formed

Peace was added due to Evil  Peace (reconciliation) overcomes Evil…
Evil was created when Peace was established / produced

Darkness:  What is left when light or that which is providing light is removed?
- Or -

A separate act of creation of two unique and separate things ?

194

Isa 45:7  I formH3335 (yâtsar) the light, and createH1254 (bârâ‘) darkness: 

I makeH6213 (‛âśâh) peace, and createH1254 (bârâ‘) evil:

I the LORD doH6213 (‛âśâh) all these things.

H2822    darkness    חׁשך chôshek

1) darkness, obscurity

1a) darkness

1b) secret place BDB Definitions
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195
ISA 45:7

I formH3335 (yâtsar) the light, and createH1254 (bârâ‘) darkness:

I makeH6213 (‛âśâh) peaceH7965, and createH1254 (bârâ‘) evilH7451:

I the LORD doH6213 (‛âśâh) all these things. 

H7965   ׁשלם ׁשלום / shâlôm

1) completeness, soundness, 

welfare, peace

1a) completeness (in number)

1b) safety, soundness (in body)

1c) welfare, health, prosperity

1d) peace, quiet, tranquillity, 

contentment

1e) peace, friendship

1e1) of human relationships

1e2) with God especially in 

covenant relationship

1f) peace (from war)

1g) peace (as adjective)

H7451   רעה רע / ra‛ / râ‛âh

1) bad, evil (adjective)

1a) bad, disagreeable, malignant

1b) bad, unpleasant, evil (giving pain, 

unhappiness, misery)

1c) evil, displeasing

1d) bad (of its kind - land, water, etc)

1e) bad (of value)

1f) worse than, worst (comparison)

1g) sad, unhappy

1h) evil (hurtful)

1i) bad, unkind (vicious in disposition)

1j) bad, evil, wicked (ethically)

1j1) in general, of persons, of 

thoughts

1j2) deeds, actions

2) evil, distress, misery, 

injury, calamity (noun 

masculine)

2a) evil, distress, adversity

2b) evil, injury, wrong

2c) evil (ethical)

3) evil, misery, distress, 

injury (noun feminine)

3a) evil, misery, distress

3b) evil, injury, wrong

3c) evil (ethical)

196

Into the darkness; the unknown…
When science (astronomers / cosmologists / physicists) discover the presence of 
something they cannot ‘sense’ – often something they cannot even detect physically, 
they label it ‘Dark XXXX’.

Science has determined that more than 2/3 of the universe consists of something 
they call ‘Dark Matter’. 

• They can’t sense it but all the data says it must exist something is consistently 
and constantly influencing the matter that can be detected and sensed.

• All the models, mathematics and formulas indicate that it is there.

Science up until a few years ago said the expansion of the Universe is slowing down 
and that it would someday stop and might even reverse, collapsing in on itself.

• Recent discoveries and findings show that the expansion of the Universe is 
actually increasing in speed with no signs of slowing down.

The further in time and distance that you move from the point of an 
energy release the weaker the energy’s power (exponentially).

• Scientists have called the energy source that is causing the Universe to 
continue to expand, “Dark Energy”.

Dark  Obscured, unknown, not understood, unclear, hidden, disordered…
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - called H7121

BDB Definitions

H7121    called    קרא qârâ‘

1) to call, call out, recite, read, cry out, proclaim

1a) (Qal)

1a1) to call, cry, utter a loud sound

1a2) to call unto, cry (for help), call (with 

name of God)

1a3) to proclaim

1a4) to read aloud, read (to oneself), read

1a5) to summon, invite, call for, call and 

commission, appoint, call and endow

1a6) to call, name, give name to, call by

1b) (Niphal)

1b1) to call oneself

1b2) to be called, be proclaimed, be read 

aloud, be summoned, be named

1c) (Pual) to be called, be named, be called 

out, be chosen

Total KJV Occurrences: 734

called, 379

call, 132

cried, 54

cry, 37

read, 35

proclaim, 21

calleth, 13

proclaimed, 12

named, 7

crieth, 4

guests, 4

calledst, 3

calling, 3

famous, 3

gave, 3

invited, 3

renowned, 3

bidden, 2

criest, 2

preach, 2

proclaiming, 2

reading, 2

bewrayeth, 1

crying, 1

mentioned, 1

proclaimeth, 1

proclamation, 1

publish, 1

readeth, 1

said, 1
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - Day H3117

H3117    Day    יום yôm

1) day, time, year

1a) day (as opposed to night)

1b) day (24 hour period)

1b1) as defined by 

evening and morning in 

Genesis 1

1b2) as a division of time

1b2a) a working day, a 

day’s journey

1c) days, lifetime (plural)

1d) time, period (general)

1e) year

1f) temporal references

1f1) today

1f2) yesterday

1f3) tomorrow

YOWM: 
1. sunrise to sunset  day time  / daylight
2. sunset to sunset  24 hour day
3. a space of time (defined by an associated term); 
4. an age; time or period (without any reference to solar 

days)

Total KJV Occurrences: 2239
day, 1270

days, 669

time, 58

chronicles, 37

daily, 32

ever, 20

long, 15

days’, 13

continually, 10

full, 10

awhen, 7

while, 7

year, 7

ge, 6

day’s, 6

yearly, 6

times, 5

alway, 4

always, 4

life, 4

now, 4

whole, 4

required, 3

season, 3

space, 3

years, 3

evermore, 2

live, 2

old, 2

perpetually, 2

outlived, 1

overlived, 1

remaineth, 1

require, 1

then, 1

trouble, 1

weather, 1

year’s, 1

young, 1

younger, 1

presently, 2

afternoon, 1

ago, 1

at, 1

birthday, 1

continuance, 1

elder, 1

livest, 1

liveth, 1

midday, 1, 1
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - Night H3915

BDB Definitions

Total KJV Occurrences: 233

night, 210

nights, 15

midnight, 8

H3915    Night    לילה ליל  / ליל  /

layil /  lêyl /  layelâh

1) night

1a) night (as opposed to day)

 Sunset to sunrise

1b) of gloom, protective shadow (figuratively)

199

Day

200

The Hebrew word for "day" (yom) can mean either a definite or 

an indefinite time.  

How would the writer of Genesis, seeing these events in a 

vision or hearing them described to him have expressed these 

events in terms understandable to his fellow men?   

Man was not created until day 6.    

Only man measures time in terms of man's accounting.

"For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all 

that in them is, and rested the seventh day: wherefore the Lord 

blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it"  Ex 20:11

The first chapter of Genesis declares that within six "days" God 

miraculously transformed a "formless and void" earth into a 

suitable habitat for mankind.
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201

• Genesis 1:3-5 “day” means “light” with no reference to time at all. 
• Later in the passage it means the period of time between "the evening and the 

morning” (the exact length of time between them no one knows for certain).
And God said,  Let there be light: and there was light.

And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided  the light from the darkness.

And God called the light Day, H3117

and the darkness he called Night.

And the evening and the morning were the first day. H3117

• At verse 14, "day" stands for the light portion of a 24 hour day
• later in the verse for the whole 24 hour period we call days. 

And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day H3117 from the 

night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, H3117 and years:

• At verse 16, "day" again means the light portion of the 24 hour day,
And God made two great lights;  the greater light to rule the day,H3117

and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. 

• At verse 2:3  “day” means the time since God ceased or rested from His creative work.
And God blessed the seventh day,H3117 and sanctified it: because that in it he had rested from all his 

work which God created and made. 

• At verse 2:4, "day" means the whole period of time during which the heaven(s) and the earth 
were created  the prior 6 “days” of Genesis 1.

These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the dayH3117

that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens, 

"yom"  "day“: used in 6 different senses in Genesis 1 and 2. 

it took several days

to get from 

Detroit to Port Huron

Age or Lifetime

24 hour periods

202

In my 

grandfather‟s day,

Sunlight portion of a 24 hour day 

because you could 

only travel during the day.
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203

Whether creation was finished in 6 - 24 hour days or 
6 day-periods of unknown length, No one can say for certain.  

We all assume a length of time that suit
our understanding and comfort zone.

No matter which period of time ‘day’ is taken to represent does not 
contradict Scripture unless the context itself defines it for us. 

Remember:  

• Days of 12 or 24 hours did not exist and could not be measured in human 
measurement terms before the appearance of the sun on the 4th day.

• The heaven and earth (God’s creation) also declares God’s glory and has 
something to say in concert with God’s written word.

This is not accepting the lie of Macro-evolution.

What God says He did, He did. 
When God did it … doesn’t change what he did

How God did it … is given to us to discover.

And God called the light day.

Of Days and Times

- The Bible‟s six days are time as measured on a watch at the point of 

origin; they are not make-believe days, but real 24 hours days. 

- Science‟s +/- 16 billion years are real years also as measured on a 

watch but as measured here on Earth (if the battery would last…) 

And both happened in and are the same amount of time. 

It's the same reality seen from two different perspectives.

From the Creator‟s perspective (the one performing the action as 

it happened) 
and 

The perspective within the Creation…(looking back from now the 

the time of the action)

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

204
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206

1) A Prayer of Moses the man of God.    Lord, thou hast been our 

dwelling place in all generations. 

2) Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst

formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to 

everlasting, thou art God. 

3) Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, Return, ye children of 

men. 

4) For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday H3117 H865 

when it is past, and as a watch in the night.    KJV

Psalm 90
A Prayer of Moses, the same guy who wrote and used the 

word „day‟ in Genesis and Exodus

1) Lord, you have been our dwelling place throughout all 

generations. 

2) Before the mountains were born or you brought forth the earth and 

the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. 

3) You turn men back to dust, saying, "Return to dust, O sons of 

men." 

4) For a thousand years in your sight are like a day H3117 H865 that has 

just gone by, or like a watch in the night.   NIV

H3117

Day   יום yôm

• day as opposed to 

night

• 24 hour period

• evening and morning

• a working day, 

• a day’s journey

• days, lifetime (plural)

• time, period (general)

• year(s)

• today

• yesterday

• tomorrow

H865

אתמול/אתמול/אתמּול

'ethmôl/'ithmôl/'ethmûl

• yesterday,

• recently,

• formerly

• before

See also: 2 Peter 3:8

207

1) A Prayer of Moses the man of God.    Lord, thou hast been our 

dwelling place in all generations. 

2) Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst

formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to 

everlasting, thou art God. 

3) Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, Return, ye children of 

men. 

4) For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday =when it is 

past, and as a watch H821 in the night. H3915 KJV

Psalm 90
A Prayer of Moses, the same guy who wrote and used the 

word „day‟ in Genesis and Exodus

1) Lord, you have been our dwelling place throughout all 

generations. 

2) Before the mountains were born or you brought forth the earth and 

the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. 

3) You turn men back to dust, saying, "Return to dust, O sons of 

men." 

4) For a thousand years in your sight are like a day that has just 

gone by, or like a watch H821 in the night. H3915 NIV

H821

אׁשמרת אׁשמּורה / / 

אׁשמרה

'ashmûrâh / 'ashmôreth

• watch (a period of time) 

• night-watch

H3915

לילה ליל / ליל /

layil / lêyl / layelâh

• night

- night (as opposed to 

day)

- of gloom, protective 

shadow (figuratively)

Night watch  one of 

the (4) 3 hour periods 

from sunset to sunrise

See also: 2 Peter 3:8
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There is evening and morning

Biblical Hebrew used many, many more words and more specific words than 

English or the Hebrew that is in use today. 

If the God wanted to say “era”, 

there's a word "tkufah," "onah," moad," 

meaning indefinite but long periods of time. 

The God didn't have to say “day”.  The Bible could have said,

There was the first eon, the first „tkufah‟. 

There was the second eon, the second „tkufah‟.

It didn't have to say "evening and morning, a day."

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

212

There is evening and morning

Each of the days goes: “There is evening and morning, day one”; 

“Evening and morning, second day, 

"Evening and morning, the third day." 

And so on…

When we come to the fourth day, and we discover the sun appears 

in the sky – but not until the fourth day.

Can there be a literal evening and morning without the sun ??

Without the Earth rotating on its axis (it‟s compass being set)??

Evening – sunset – transition period from day to night

Morning – sunrise – transition period from night to day

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

213
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There is evening and morning

Using "evening and morning" >> "erev" and "boker," before the sun appears (on 

Day 4) raises a bit of a problem.

If you don‟t see the sun until day four, 

and yet there is “evening and morning” for the first three days 

(and all the other six days as well), 

it can't mean “evening and morning” like we think of “sunset and 

sunrise”.

Besides if it meant “evening and morning” like we think of “sunset and sunrise”, 

that would only be the „dark‟ hours of a 24 hour day, 6-12 hours at most.

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

214

I do not believe that the use of “evening” and “morning” refers to any 

specific period of “time” passing at all – whether long or short…

I believe it refers to the “condition” of creation at the beginning and the 

end  of its various days – or creation time periods…

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - evening H6153

BDB Definitions

H6153    evening    ערב ‛ereb

1) evening, night, sunset

1a) evening, sunset

1b) night

EREB: the beginning of darkness; 
dusk, twilight, or nightfall; closing, 

ending or completion

215

Obscuration, Mixture; Increasing entropy

When encroaching darkness began to deny 
the ability to discern forms, shapes, and 
identities;

• Twilight – the time of approaching 
darkness    Prov 7:9; Jer 6:4

• Sunset – marking the duration of 
immpurity, when a ceremonially unclean 
person became clean again    Lev 15

• The beginning of the Hebrew day – which 
moves from darkness to light.

Total KJV Occurrences: 132

even, 73

evening, 49

night, 4

eventide, 3

eveningtide, 2

days, 1
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - morning H1242

H1242    morning    ּבקר bôqer

1) morning, break of day

1a) morning

1a1) of end of night

1a2) of coming of daylight

1a3) of coming of sunrise

1a4) of beginning of day

1a5) of bright joy after night of distress 

(figuratively)

1b) morrow, next day, next morning

BOCER: the breaking forth of light; dawn, 
daybreak or morning; dawning, 

beginning, or origin

216

Total KJV Occurrences: 205

morning, 189

morrow, 7

day, 4

early, 3

calves, 1

days, 1

Becoming discernable, distinguishable, 
visible, perception of order, relief of 
obscurity;

Decreasing entropy

• ability to begin to discern forms, 
shapes, and distinct identities

• Breaking forth of light; illuminating, 
revealing

• Dawn morning;  removal of darkness
Gen 19:27
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There is evening and morning

The Hebrew root of the word "erev / ereb" is "shoresh," 

(the Hebrew letters ayin, resh, bet), 

which is translated "evening," but originally meant "chaos," "disorder." 

The Hebrew root of the word morning, "boker" (bet, kof, resh), 

originally meant “orderly”, “able to be discerned”.

Why does evening mean chaos? 

When the sun goes down in the evening...it's dark...vision becomes blurry, 

chaotic which is why in Hebrew, you literally use the word for “chaos” for 

“evening”. 

And "boker" – “orderly”, “able to be discerned” is used for “morning”

This is describing a flow, not a sunset to sunrise but disorder to order 

– as each “day” passes the flow moves from disorder and chaos toward 

higher and higher and higher levels of order. 

And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242 were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117
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There is evening and morning

When the world started off it was (or it became) "unformed and void" 

• Gen 1:2 says the earth was, "tohu va'vohu," 

the earth was "unformed and void," a chaos –

• Six days later it was a precise, orderly symphony of life and humanity!

Every observable, natural, physical law including statistics and thermodynamics 

shows that order cannot ever arise from disorder by random processes. 

It simply cannot happen.  It is a scientific absurdity.  The natural flow is always 

toward greater levels of disorder.

Unless a designer, an engineer is in control and imposes a higher energy, 

And is directing an influencing force and is applying an external power.

Gen 1:5   And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242 were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Gen 1:31  And GodH430 sawH7200 (H853) every thingH3605 thatH834 he had made,H6213 and, 

behold,H2009 it was veryH3966 good.H2896 And the eveningH6153 and the morningH1242

wereH1961 the sixthH8345 day.H3117

Gen 1:2  And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and darkness 
H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415 ….

218
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Gen 1:5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night.  And the 
evening and the morning were the first day.  (KJV)

The very first time He used the word "day" (Hebrew yom), He defined it as the 
"light," to distinguish it from the "darkness" called "night.“

Having separated the day and night God had completed His first day's work.  

"The evening and the morning were the first day." 

This same formula is used at the conclusion of each of the six days.  

The Sun not having been created, the source of light at this time would have been 
a general light glowing throughout the expanding and still forming universe.

EVENING  MORNING = HALF A DAY

DARK  LIGHT = NIGHT LIGHT  DARK = DAYTIME

TOGETHER = 24 HOUR DAY

EVENING  MORNING OBSCURITY  CLARITY CHAOS  ORDER

SIMPLICITY COMPLEXITY

Each "day" had distinct boundaries and was one in a series of days each moving 
from chaos to order and from the simple toward complexity, each taking a step in 

preparing the Universe and the Earth for mankind.

Reverse Entropy: Chaos to Order
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Entropy profile
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There is evening and morning

Most secular of scientists, after studying the conditions of the universe 

in relationship to the laws of nature, say that it's clear to them that: 

“…somehow the universe knew we were coming.”

They see that the universe was created with the purpose and 

intention of sustaining “human life”.

It is incredibly fine tuned for man‟s life. 

In it‟s initial conditions it could not sustain life.

It progressed from „evening‟ (chaos) to „morning‟ (order) – from being 

„without form and void‟ to „ordered and full‟ of life – finely tuned for 

human existence.

Gen 1:5   And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242 were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Gen 1:2  And the earth H776 was H1961 without form, H8414 and void; H922 and 

darkness H2822 was upon H5921 the face H6440 of the deep. H8415 ….
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Process: A sequence of preplanned successive events 

leading to a desired predetermined outcome…

Whether each act / intervention by God in His creative process took:

• a day:    ~12 hours  evening to morning
(the time period of darkness which God called ‘Night’)

• a day:    24 hours  a ‘Solar’ day (encompassing both Light and Dark)
• a day:    years and years and years  an ‘age’ / ‘eon’ of time

The Biblical statement of fact is that
each day took some period of time to complete.

It appears that except for those events when the word ‘BARA’ is used, 
the events and outcomes listed during each successive ‘day’ appear to 
have been ‘processes’ not brief momentary or instantaneous points of 
time.

• Each ‘process’ had a beginning – a starting point in time
• Most, having been completed during the ‘day’, 

also have an ending point in time.

222

Most English translations say, ”… the first day.”

The Bible literally says, 

“And there was evening and there was morning, day one.”

In Gen 1:5, the Hebrew is explicit saying:  “Yom echad," or “day one”.  

It does not say, ”yom rishon." – “first day”

It does say a second day, “yom sheni”. 

“Yom shushi," a third day; and so on…

The word “one” is absolute.  The word “first” is comparative.    

It is a defining point from which all that follows is compared with….

In the beginning, on “day one”, there was no other time with which to compare it.     

It's the beginning...the point from which the Bible sees „time‟ from then forward. 

Day One
Gen 1:5   And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242 were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

223
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - first H259

BDB Definitions

H259    first    אחד 'echâd

1) one (number)

1a) one (number)

1b) each, every

1c) a certain

1d) an (indefinite article)

1e) only, once, once for all

1f) one...another, the one...the other, one after 

another, one by one

1g) first

1h) eleven (in combination), eleventh (ordinal)

Total KJV Occurrences: 885

one, 684

first, 36

another, 35

other, 32

any, 18

once, 16

each, 10

eleven, 9

certain, 8

some, 8

every, 5

together, 5

alone, 4

eleventh, 3

few, 3

apiece, 2

only, 2

alike, 1

altogether, 1

daily, 1

fro, 1

none, 1
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And God H430 called H7121 the light H216 Day, H3117

and the darkness H2822 he called H7121 Night. H3915

And the evening H6153 and the morning H1242

were H1961 the first H259 day. H3117

Genesis 1:5 - day H3117

BDB Definitions

H3117    Day    יום yôm

1) day, time, year

1a) day (as opposed to night)

1b) day (24 hour period)

1b1) as defined by evening 

and morning in Genesis 1

1b2) as a division of time

1b2a) a working day, a 

day’s journey

1c) days, lifetime (plural)

1d) time, period (general)

1e) year

1f) temporal references

1f1) today

1f2) yesterday

1f3) tomorrow

YOWM: 
1. sunrise to sunset; 
2. sunset to sunset; 
3. a space of time (defined by 

an associated term); an age; 
4. time or period (without any 

reference to solar days)

Total KJV Occurrences: 2239
day, 1270

days, 669

time, 58

chronicles, 37

daily, 32

ever, 20

long, 15

days’, 13

continually, 10

full, 10

when, 7

while, 7

year, 7

age, 6

day’s, 6

yearly, 6

times, 5

alway, 4

always, 4

life, 4

now, 4

whole, 4

required, 3

season, 3

space, 3

years, 3

evermore, 2

live, 2

old, 2

perpetually, 2

presently, 2

afternoon, 1

ago, 1

at, 1

birthday, 1

continuance, 1

elder, 1

livest, 1

liveth, 1

midday, 1

outlived, 1

overlived, 1

remaineth, 1

require, 1

then, 1

trouble, 1

weather, 1

year’s, 1

young, 1

younger, 1
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1. God said—divine purpose stated; 
• Universal building materials came into existence and the 

divinely designed processes were established
• Divine purposes were realized

2. God divided—divine division 

• Dividing ‘light’ from ‘dark’

• Making light and darkness distinct from each other in all 
parts of the creation

3. God called—divine naming of light and darkness

• Day and Night

• Evening and Morning

4. God saw—divine inspection and satisfaction – quality control…

This was all the work of day one. 

Divine Acts in Day One

227

Jeremiah 33:15-26

[15] In those days, and at that time, will I cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto 
David; and he shall execute judgment and righteousness in the land. [16] In those days shall Judah 
be saved, and Jerusalem shall dwell safely: and this is the name wherewith she shall be called, The 
Lord our righteousness. 

[17] For thus saith the Lord; David shall never want a man to sit upon the throne of the house of 
Israel; [18] Neither shall the priests the Levites want a man before me to offer burnt offerings, and 
to kindle meat offerings, and to do sacrifice continually. 

[19] And the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah, saying, 

[20] Thus saith the Lord; If ye can break my covenant of the day, and my covenant of the night, 
and that there should not be day and night in their season; [21] Then may also my covenant be 
broken with David my servant, that he should not have a son to reign upon his throne; and with 
the Levites the priests, my ministers. [22] As the host of heaven cannot be numbered, neither 
the sand of the sea measured: so will I multiply the seed of David my servant, and the Levites 
that minister unto me.

[23] Moreover the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah, saying, [24] Considerest thou not what 
this people have spoken, saying, The two families which the Lord hath chosen, he hath even cast 
them off? thus they have despised my people, that they should be no more a nation before them. 
[25] Thus saith the Lord; If my covenant be not with day and night, and if I have not appointed 
the ordinances of heaven and earth; [26] Then will I cast away the seed of Jacob, and David my 
servant, so that I will not take any of his seed to be rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob: for I will cause their captivity to return, and have mercy on them. 

Basic Laws of Physics  Constant
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Family Relationship Chart

Jesus Lineage – Family Relationships
Priestly Line (LEVITE) Royal Line (JUDAHITE)

Abraham
Isaac
Jacob

LEVI JUDAH
brothers

AARON DAVID

brothers

A priest after the order of Aaron A priest after the order of Melchezidek

Elisabeth & Mary’s
Grandfather

Elisabeth’s father Mary’s mother

ElisabethZacharias

John the Baptist

siblings

cousins

2nd cousins

Nathan Solomon

Heli – Mary’s father

Mary

Jesus, Immanuel

Jechoniah
(lineage cursed)

Jacob

Joseph

HOLY SPIRIT

espoused

divinity

humanity
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The Creative Work of God

Genesis 1:2

“without form …”

TOHUW: desolated; confused; 
worthless; wasteness; useless;

incapable of being utilized

“… and void”

BOHUW: empty; void; devoid of 
existence; waste
unpopulated

In the first 3 days,

God shaped, formed the Universe

Day 1:  space, time, matter, light

Day 2:  water, atmosphere

Day 3:  earth, vegetation  

In the 2nd 3 days,

God filled, populated the Creation

Day 4:  sun, moon, and stars

Day 5:  sea creatures, birds

Day 6:  land animals, mankind

Creation, rightly understood, ALWAYS glorifies God.

231

It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants 

thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretched out the heavens as a 

curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in" Isa 40:12

After day one, the elemental materials from which the heavens and earth were 

to be formed were present.   Light was produced and separated from darkness.

After the 2nd day, the fluidic „waters‟ above – the building material from which 

stars, planets and galaxies were formed were separated from the fluidic „waters‟ 

beneath from which the earth was formed.   They were separated by the 

fimament – called the heavens – the void of „outer space‟.

After the 3rd day, liquid water on the Earth was gathered into one place and dry 

solid land appeared.  The Earth brought forth grasses and small plants were 

established and reproduced themselves. 

The earth was no longer without form, but was still void of soulish and of 

spirit life – mobile, moving life.

Next the Earth and the Solar System had to be prepared (formed) as a home 

suitable for man to exist and to live.  

A Tent to Dwell In
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It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants 

thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretched out the heavens as a 

curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in" Isa 40:12

The earth is a planet uniquely suitable for human habitation.

"Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand and 

meted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of the 

earth in a measure...?  Isa 40:22

According to current evidence, the Earth‟s oxygen atmosphere and its 

hydrosphere of liquid water, both vital for man's existence, are both unique 

to the Earth in all the known Universe…

The first essential in God's preparation of the Earth was a carefully 

designed, self perpetuating, self cleaning, self „healing‟, perfectly 

balanced atmosphere and hydrosphere.

A Tent to Dwell In
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The Universe as we know it today is exactly as it is because it must be in order to 
support life on planet Earth.  

It provides the right building blocks and the right natural processes for life to be 
possible,

The odds of the Universe finding it's own way to it's present condition has been 
compared to a tornado blowing through a junk yard, picking up the junk and assembling 
it, accidentally colliding the junk together to form and leave behind a fully fueled and 
completely functional Boeing 747 sitting there.  

Now imagine that the junk is replaced by Bauxite (the ore aluminum is smelted out of) 
and still leaving a 747.  

Now replace the Bauxite with river silt (from which bauxite is formed).    Run the 
tornado through the junk yard until you get a 747.

The odds are still far better for getting a 747 from the river silt and junkyard than for 
the Cosmos being formed in it's present condition (as is necessary for life as we know 
it) by undirected, random, evolutionary chance processes.

EVEN IF I GIVE YOU THE RIVER SILT AND THE TORNADO, 
IT CAN’T BE DONE !!!

MACRO-EVOLUTION IS THE MOST RIDICULUS IDEA 
THAT MAN HAS COME UP WITH YET…

Tornado in a Junk Yard
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22 July 2011

#
 2

3
4

Gen 1:1  In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 
Gen 1:2  The earth was formless and void, and darkness was over the surface of the deep, and 
the Spirit of God was moving over the surface of the waters. 
Gen 1:3  Then God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light. 
Gen 1:4  God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light from the darkness. 
Gen 1:5  God called the light day, and the darkness He called night. And there was evening and 
there was morning, one day. 

Gen 1:6  Then God said, "Let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and let it separate 
the waters from the waters." 
Gen 1:7  God made the expanse, and separated the waters which were below the expanse from 
the waters which were above the expanse; and it was so. 
Gen 1:8  God called the expanse heaven. And there was evening and there was morning, a 
second day. 

Gen 1:9  Then God said, "Let the waters below the heavens be gathered into one place, and let 
the dry land appear"; and it was so. 
Gen 1:10  God called the dry land earth, and the gathering of the waters He called seas; and God 
saw that it was good. 
Gen 1:11  Then God said, "Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants yielding seed, and fruit trees 
on the earth bearing fruit after their kind with seed in them"; and it was so. 
Gen 1:12  The earth brought forth vegetation, plants yielding seed after their kind, and trees 
bearing fruit with seed in them, after their kind; and God saw that it was good. 
Gen 1:13  There was evening and there was morning, a third day. 

Day 1: Gen 1:1-5

2nd Day: Gen 1:6-8

3rd Day: Gen 1:9-13

22 July 2011
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Gen 1:14  Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to 
separate the day from the night, and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days 
and years; 
Gen 1:15  and let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the 
earth"; and it was so. 
Gen 1:16  God made the two great lights, the greater light to govern the day, and the 
lesser light to govern the night; He made the stars also. 
Gen 1:17  God placed them in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth, 
Gen 1:18  and to govern the day and the night, and to separate the light from the 
darkness; and God saw that it was good. 
Gen 1:19  There was evening and there was morning, a fourth day. 

Gen 1:20  Then God said, "Let the waters teem with swarms of living creatures, and let 
birds fly above the earth in the open expanse of the heavens." 
Gen 1:21  God created the great sea monsters and every living creature that moves, 
with which the waters swarmed after their kind, and every winged bird after its kind; 
and God saw that it was good. 
Gen 1:22  God blessed them, saying, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the 
seas, and let birds multiply on the earth." 
Gen 1:23  There was evening and there was morning, a fifth day. 

4th Day: Gen 1:14-19

5th Day: Gen 1:20-23
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Gen 1:24  Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth living creatures after their kind: cattle and 
creeping things and beasts of the earth after their kind"; and it was so. 
Gen 1:25  God made the beasts of the earth after their kind, and the cattle after their kind, and 
everything that creeps on the ground after its kind; and God saw that it was good. 
Gen 1:26  Then God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth, and 
over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth."   Gen 1:27  God created man in His own image, in 
the image of God He created him; male and female He created them. 
Gen 1:28  God blessed them; and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and 
subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing 
that moves on the earth." 
Gen 1:29  Then God said, "Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of 
all the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; 
Gen 1:30  and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves 
on the earth which has life, I have given every green plant for food"; and it was so. 
Gen 1:31  God saw all that He had made, and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and 
there was morning, the sixth day. 

Gen 2:1  Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their hosts. 
Gen 2:2  By the seventh day God completed His work which He had done, and He rested on the 
seventh day from all His work which He had done. 
Gen 2:3  Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work 
which God had created and made. 
Gen 2:4  This is the account of the heavens and the earth when they were created, in the day that the 
LORD God made earth and heaven. 

6th Day: Gen 1:24-31

7th Day: Gen 2:1-4


